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I. SUMMARY
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The work performed by D. W. Bogdanoff and J.-L. Cambier
over the time period i February 1992 to 31 October 1992 in-
volved the following. Work continued on improvements in the
operating techniques of the 16 Inch Shock Tunnel. The volt-
age on the capacitor bank used to ignite the driver gas was
reduced from 14 to 11.3 kV, resulting in smoother driven gas
burns. Gas loading manifolds with improved injection hole
profiles, more resistant to burn out, were introduced. Im-
proved manifold hold downs were also introduced. The pre-
liminary design for a mix on-the-fly system for loading the
driver gas was further developed. Studies were made on the
reduction of contamination by ablated wall material, in-
crease of test time through the use of a buffer gas and/or
an annular barrier at the nozzle entrance, a number of fa-
cility mechanical improvements, a throat valve to eliminate
model damage by debris, the use a nickel diaphragms to re-
duce petal loss, a converging driven tube to increase the
reservoir pressure and enthalpy, operation of the tunnel in
non-reflected shock or expansion tube mode and the construc-
tion of a larger test section.
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Wedge model test data was reduced and written up. Theo-
retical calculations were made and were found to be in rea-
sonably good agreement with the experimental data. The re-
sults were presented at the 28th AIAA/SAE/ASME/ASEE Joint
Propulsion Conference at Nashville, TN. The new test section
was calibrated at 6000 psi driver pressure and equivalent
flight Mach numbers of 12, 14 and 16. A rake with pitot pres-
sure, static pressure and stagnation heat transfer heads,
along with nozzle wall static pressure measurements and
facility measurements, was used to calibrate the tunnel.
A contamination-free test time of 3-5 ms was found and the
full impact pressure core flow diameter was found to be _70
cm (70Y, of the nozzle exit diameter). The combustor model
has been installed in the new test section and testing is
underway. The hydrogen fuel system for the combustor model
has been designed, safety approvals have been obtained, all
parts are in hand and assembly and pressure checking are
about 90_o complete. Final checkouts and calibrations remain
to be done before the first tests are performed (estimated
to be made in the first week of December).
Preliminary studies were made on the construction of
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a 3" shock tunnel to support the 16 Inch Shock Tunnel. The
tunnel would be used for the development and calibration of
diagnostic techniques and for the development of new tun-
nel operation techniques. The work on diagnostic techniques
would include development of thermal and mechanical pro-
tection for pressure transdcuers, development of skin fric-
tion gauges, calibration of all types of surface gauges and
development of a number of optical techniques, including
fiber optic and diode laser techniques, resonant hologra-
phy and PLIF. A number of components which could be used to
construct this tunnel have been located.
Theoretical (CFD) work includes steady and unsteady
modelling of the flows in the 16 Inch Shock Tunnel. The
steady flow work includes modelling the facility nozzle
flow, flow over the wedge model and the shock structure at
the combustor model inlet. For the wedge model, reasonably
good agreement has been found between the CFD results and
experimental data. The unsteady flow work included mod-
elling the unsteady flow in the driver and driven tubes,
the rupture of the primary diaphragm and shock reflection,
transmission and focussing at the nozzle entrance. In addi-
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rtion, the startup of flow in the EAST facility was modelled.
CFD results from the unsteady modelling of the driver and
driven tube were found to be in good agreement with experi-
mental pressure histories.
A pulsed detonation wave engine operating in conjunc-
tion with a steady flow scramjet engine was modelled. Such
an engine configuration has the potential to provide addi-
tional thrust and improved mixing and combustion compared
to the usual steady flow scramjet combustors. The Ames DCAF
facility was also modelled. Multiple temperatures and the
principle of detailed balance were used in the latter mod-
els.
High temperature shock layers, both equilibrium and
non-equilibrium, were modelled. The flow over the Rosetta
probe vehicle is at relatively high pressure and was mod-
elled as an equilibrium flow. Heat flux rates at the body
surface were calculated. Non-equilibrium calculations were
made for argon plasmas. A full collisional-radiative model
was used. These results will be used in conjunction with
Ames' high-enthalpy shock tubes and arcjets.
Modelling was begun of reactive shock waves and deto-
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nation waves in high density gases and dense media. A Go-
dunov equilibrium code is also being developed for use in
high density gases and dense media. Both of these models
will be useful in media where the equation of state is very
far from that of an ideal gas.
II. DETAILED DISCUSSION, EXPERIMENTAL WORK
A Improvement in operation of facility
In this contract period several techniques for improve-
ment of the operation of the Ames 16 Inch Shock Tunnel were
implemented and preliminary studies were made on a number of
other techniques. Reduction of the voltage of the capacitor
bank used to heat the driver ignition wires has already been
shown to improve the quality of (i.e, smooth out) the driver
burn. In earlier work, this voltage was reduced from 18.6
to 14 kV. In the present contract period, the voltage was
further reduced from 14.0 to 11.3 kV, resulting in further
improvement of the driver burn. This voltage reduction was
accomplished without reducing the maximum wire temperature
by using finer wires. Still finer wires were purchased and
additional capacitors for the capacitor bank were located.
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Using the latter wires and the additional capacitors would
allow the bank voltage to be still further reduced to 8-9 kV
in the future.
A new design of the injection holes in the driver gas
loading manifold was implemented. This design uses elec-
tric discharge machined holes which have a larger length-
to-diameter ratio and hence improved resistance to burn-
out. New hold-downs for the manifold were also implemented.
These hold-downs allow for freer motion of the manifold and
should be less subject to being ripped off the driver tube
wall in operation.
Further studies were made on the driver gas mix-on-the-
fly system. Such a system would mix He/02 premixed gas and
H2 before loading them into the driver. The better mixing
obtained with this system should produce smoother driver
burns and lessen the danger of detonations, would eliminate
the driver manifold and the associated expense and labor and
would eliminate the 2 hour wait after driver gas loading
(for mixing) before ignition. A near final configuration
for this system was made and vendors were located for compo-
nents and price and delivery information obtained.
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A number of other techniques for facility improvement
were studied. These include short term, intermediate term
and long term items. The short term items were"
• Reduction of contamination from wall ablation
by the use of molybdenum, columbium or tantalum for
nozzle throats and the driven tube end wall
• Modification of the driver mounting to allow
axial translation of the driver to speed up the tunnel
turn around
The intermediate term items were"
• Use of a buffer gas and/or an annular barrier at
the nozzle entrance to increase the driver-gas-free test
time
• Operation of the tunnel in a very high enthaipy
equilibium interface mode
• Improvement of the diaphragm clamping section
to allow better control of the diaphragm petals and to
minimize or eliminate petal loss
• Improvement of the annular piston used to clamp
the main diaphragm to reduce the piston stresses
• Use of a cylinder throat valve downstream of the
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nozzle throat to eliminate model damage due to debris
• Use of nickel diaphragms to reduce or eliminate
diaphragm petal loss
The long term items were:
• Use of converging driven tube to increase the
driven tube reservior pressure and enthalpy (see Sec.
and Ref. i)
• Operation of the tunnel in the non-reflected shock
mode
• Operation of the tunnel in the expansion tube mode
• Operation of the tunnel with a much enlarged test
section allowing the test of a 1/8 scale model of a
complete scramjet engine
III
B. Wedge model
The chord and span of the wedge model are 38 cmand 46
cm, respectively. The model has five 30 ° 0.30S cm diame-
ter hydrogen injection ports arranged in a spanwise row at
about mid chord. The model was operated at anangle of at-
tack of II ° The model instrumentation includes 12 static
pressure transducers (Kulites) and 14 heat transfer gauges
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on the model surface. Two pitot probes are located at the
model leading edge and a seven head pitot rake is located at
the trailing edge. Laser holographic interferograms can be
taken in the spanwise direction. The hydrogen fuel system
can inject room temperature hydrogen at plenum pressures
up to 27 arm. Two pressure transducers measure the hydrogen
plenum pressure and the mass flow is measured using a ven-
turi.
Three types of tests were run. Tare runs used air as the
driven tube gas with no hydrogen injection. Mixing runs used
nitrogen driven tube gas with hydrogen injection. Finally,
combustion runs used air driven tube gas with hydrogen in-
jection. Six runs were made at 272 atm driver pressure and
Mach 14 enthalpy, comprising one tare run, two mixing runs
and three combustion runs. One of the three combustion runs
was made at twice the hydrogen mass flow rate of the other
two runs. (We will refer to this run as the "high-q" run.)
One 272 atm driver pressure run was made at Mach 16+ en-
thalpy. Two runs, a mixing and a combustion run, were made
at 408 arm driver pressure and Mach 16 enthalpy.
The discussion below deals with 272 arm driver pres-
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sure data only. For the tare runs the static pressures were
nearly identical over the whole wedge surface, as expected.
With hydrogen injection, pressure increases due to the hy-
drogen plume shocks could be seen. These pressure increases
were larger for the high-q run. The aft pitot rake showed
the wedge shock location and the reduction in dynamic pres-
sure due to the hydrogen injection plume. The reduced dy-
{lamic pressure area was larger for the high-q run. The wedge
shock moved further away from the wedge surface with injec-
tion, presumably since the plume shock merged with the wedge
shock and strengthened it.
The heat flux data for the tare run showed greatly in-
creased heat flux aft of the injection holes, presumably
as result of the holes tripping the boundary layer. For the
gauges just aft of the injectors, no effect could be seen
midway between the injectors, However, gauges midway be-
tween the injectors and just upstream of the trailing edge
also showed this increse, indicating that the tripped region
was spreading laterally. With injection, gauges on the in-
jector centerlines showed a reduction of heat transfer down-
stream of the injectors, likely a result of hydrogen film
10
Jcooling. With injection, for the gauges midway between the
injectors, the heat flux increased downstream of the injec-
tors, likely a result of plume shock compression.
The laser holographic interferograms showed the wedge
shock, the plumes of hydrogen up to the pitot rake and the
plume shock merging with the wedge shock near the trail-
ing edge of the model. CFD calculations of the flow were
made and surface static pressures, heat fluxes, shadow-
graphs and interferograms were computed and compared with
the experimental results obtained. Overall, reasonable
agreement between theory and experiment was obtained.
These results were presented as AIAA Paper 92-3288 at the
28th AIAA/SAE/ASME/ASEE Joint Propulsion Conference in
Nashville, TN, July 6-8, 1992 (Ref. 2).
C. Calibration of new test section
The new test section was calibrated at driver after-burn
pressures of 6000 psi and effective flight Mach numbers of
12, 14 and 16. A 35-head probe with a one inch probe spac-
ing was used. The probe was located roughly at the nozzle
exit and could be translated in the vertical and fore-and-
aft directions and rotated. Heads on the probe could mea-
II
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sure total pressure, static pressure and stagnation point
heat transfer. Static pressures were also measured at sev-
eral points along the nozzle, including at the nozzle exit.
Pitot profiles were obtained at an effective nozzle area ra-
tio of 170. Typically, the pitot pressure of the core flow
is _4.0 atm and full pitot pressure extends over _70 cm or
70_, of the nozzle exit diameter. The driver-gas-free test
time can be estimated from from measurements of rake pitot
pressure, rake stagnation point heat transfer, nozzle wall
static pressure, test section total radiation and laser
based free stream temperature data. The test times are es-
timated to be 3-5 ms for Mach 12 and 14 conditions and 2-3
ms for Mach 16 conditions. Additional measurements of test
time may be made in the future using spectoscopic measure-
ments of driver gas He arrival or direct photographic mea-
surements of changes in the shock angle on a wedge upon ar-
rival of driver gas He.
CFD computations were made of the unsteady flow in the
driver and driven tubes and of the nozzle flow. Computed
pressure histories in the driver and driven tubes were com-
pared with experimental data and excellent agreement was
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found. These results were presented, in part, as AIAA Pa-
per 92-3810 at the 28th AIAA/SAE/ASME/ASEE Joint Propulsion
Conference in Nashville, TN, July 6-8, 1992 (Ref. 3).
D. Combustor model
The combustor model is installed and the test program
is underway. To date, only tare runs (without fuel flow)
have been made. Runs with fuel injection will begin about
12/1/92. Tests have been made at 6000 psi driver pressure
and at Mach 12, 14and 16 enthalpies. Data obtained from the
model includes static andtotal pressures, surface heat flux
and laser holographic interferograms.
E. Hydrogen fuel system for combustor model
The hydrogen fuel system is almost completed at this
time and will be operational shortly. Work done over the
contract period includes the following. Final changes were
implemented for the mounting of the hydrogen storage vessels
and the feed lines from the vessels to the model. The fi-
nal design reviews were made and safety approvals obtained.
Stress analyses and temperature change calculations were
made and given to Ames safety personnel. All commercial off-
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the-shelf items were procured and are in hand. The hydro-
gen storage spheres (with full documentation) were received
from March Metalfab. The specially designed parts were ma-
chined in the Ames shop and are in hand. Most of the plumb-
ing is completed, in place and labelled as required. The
electrical control system was designed, assembled and is
in place. Test, calibration and operating procedures have
been written. The drawings of the system have been assembled
and placed on file in the Ames archive system.
The final hydrotests, gas leak tests, assembly, all-
up operational tests with helium and injector calibrations
with air will be done in late November, 1992. Operation with
hydrogen fuel is expected about 12/1/92.
F. Three inch calibration/development tunnel
It is intended to construct a three inch shock tunnel in
1993 in order to support the work of the 16-Inch Shock Tun-
nel. This tunnel will be used to develop and calibrate di-
agnostic techniques and to develop operational techniques
which may be useful on the large tunnel. A number of compo-
nents which will be used in the three inch tunnel have been
located and the basic tunnel configurations have been devel-
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oped.
The development and calibration of diagnostics will
include surface, probe and non-intrusive optical measure-
ments. The work on surface and probe measurements may in-
clude studies of pressure transducer thermal protection and
shielding geometries, skin friction gauge development and
calibration of heat transfer gauges as well as the other
types of gauges. The work on optical techniques will in-
clude studies of holographic interferometry, dye laser ab-
sorption techniques (for OH and NO), fiber optics and diode
laser techniques, resonant holography (RHIS) and PLIF.
The tunnel operational techniques which may be in-
vestigated include use of a buffer and/or an annular bar-
rier at the nozzle entrance to increase the driver gas free
test time, a converging driven tube to increase the driven
tube reservoir pressure and enthalpy, the use of nickel
diaphragms to reduce or eliminate the loss of diaphragm
petals, the use of molybdenum, tantalum or columbium for
nozzle throats and driven tube end walls to reduce wall ab-
lation flow contamination, measurements of the arrival time
of driven gas helium using spark spectroscopy or direct pho-
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tography of the change of the shock angle on a wedge and the
use of a cylinder throat valve to protect the model from dam-
age by debris.
III. DETAILED DISCUSSION, THEORETICAL WORK
A. General
The theoretical work performed during 1992 encompasses
several topics. The primary focus of our investigation con-
erned the shock tunnel, and particularly the computations
deemed necessary for the NASP GWP53 activity. However, sev-
eral other related topics were also investigated, with some
having direct relevance to the shock tunnel, while others
attempt to supplement the computational capability in sim-
ulating flows in other facilities at Ames. Other topics are
concerned with the evaluation of new concepts in hypersonic
propulsion, or the evaluation of nonequilibriumeffects in
shock layers at high velocities. The work performed is de-
scribed below, according to the tasks.
B. NASP GWP53 task
This work was performed by D. Prabhu, S. Tokarcik
and Dr. J-L. Cambier. The ID/2D Reacting Navier-Stokes
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"MOZAKT", developed by Dr. Cambier, was used for several
calculations"
1. Calculation of the steady nozzle flow for conditions
given by the experimental investigators (8000 lbs,
Mach 14).
2. Calculations of the steady nozzle flows using the quasi-
1D code for several test conditions. Correlation with the
2D axisymmetric solution obtained for Mach 14.
3. Calculations of the shock structure in the combustor
inlet. Several calculations were performed, by varying
several parameters: turbulent vs. laminar boundary
layers and Mach 12, 14 and 16 conditions. A grid sensitivity
was also performed. The calculations showed the extent of
separation in front of the shock-BL interaction for off
design cases, and verified the shock cancellation for
the on-design (Mach 14) condition.
4. Calculations of the flow on a wedge. The Mozart-2D code
was used again, and the calculations were performed for
laminar and turbulent conditions, and included a grid
sensitivity analysis. The solution was found to be in
excellent agreement with the computational results
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performed at NASA-Langley, using the SPARK-3D code,
and in good agreement with the experimental data.
5. The same flow was computed using the 3D version of
the MOZARTcode, to examine the 3-dimensional effects
of the shock curvature on the density field. The solution
was used to compute a theoretical interference fringe
pattern, which was compared with the experimental one.
The agreement was considerably better than with a 2D
solution.
6. New 2Daxi-symmetric calculations of the nozzle flow
were initiated after the correct experimental conditions
were finally obtained from the experimental
investigators. The work on the mass capture in the
inlet (3D) was also initiated.
C. Shock Tunnel Unsteady Flow
This work was performed by S. Tokarcikand Dr. J-L Cam-
bier. The MOZART/2D code was used to simulate several impor-
tant unsteady processes, in order to better understand the
characteristics of the shock tunnel operation.
i. The shock reflection and transmission process at
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the end of the driven tube and converging section
of the nozzle was thoroughly examined. It was found
that the shock convergence mechanism on the axis
creates severe numerical difficulties, which were
not properly appreciated by other investigators.
We found that some simple remedies could be found
to alleviate the formation of unphysical shock
structures near the axis. The calculations were
repeated for several geometrical configurations,
to also examine the effect of throat diameter and
wall tapering on the vortex formed behind the
reflected shock.
2. The primary diaphragm rupture process was also
investigated in a preliminary study. The code was
modified to allow for unsteady boundary conditions:
the diaphragm rupture was modeled by a step-wise
increase of the number of computational cells put
into contact with the high pressure driver gas. The
code was also enhanced to allow for subscaled grids
overlayed on top of coarse background grids, and
which could slide along a given direction, at a
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given rate (automatically controlled). This
preliminary attempt at solving a very difficult
problem showed some deficiencies in the model of
diaphragm rupture, but nevertheless paved the way
for future, more accurate computations. The results
also showed that the primary shock becomes planar
very rapidly, while the contact discontinuity does
not. This may have a very important impact on the
flow quality and test time in the 16" shock tunnel.
3. The startup flow in the nozzle of the EAST
facility was also investigated. This calculation
was performed with great detail, using a subscaled
overlaid grid to better capture the flow features
during the transient. This allowed us to perfect
the technique of subscaled overlaid grids. The
calculations were performed for both inviscid
and viscous cases, showing the importance of
viscous terms for these conditions. These
calculations were also initiated as a validating
case: the nozzle is planar, and therefore any
complication due to the treatment of shocks
2O
collapsing on the axis is removed. Additionally,
there is some experimental data available for
this nozzle, and the comparison will be studied
in the near future.
4. The propagation of the shock down the driven
tube and reflection/transmission process was also
computed in quasi-ID for varying geometries of the
driven tube. This series of calculations were
performed for investigator D. W. Bogdanoff, to
investigate the concept of tapering the driven
tube, in order to obtain higher reservoir pressures.
The effect of shock focusing on the flow quality
(i.e. steady conditions at reservoir) was looked
for. Several parametric studies were performed,
after consultation with D. W. Bogdanoff. The results
were used to demonstrate the concept validity to
NASA Headquaters, and will be compiled and presented
as a paper at the upcoming Aerospace Sciences
meeting in Reno, January 1993 (Ref. i).
D. Pulsed Detonation Wave Engine
A DDF proposal was written and submitted by Dr. Cambier
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last year, and funded at the beginning of 1992. The proposed
work concerned the design and study of a technique for us-
ing a Pulsed Detonation Engine in conjunction with a conven-
tional scramjet combustor, for generating additional thrust
and also stimulating the mixing and combustion process in
the scramjet. The initial thrust of this work is to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the detonation waves in stimu-
Z
lating the mixing and combustion in the supersonic mixing
layers, during the interaction process. Several configu-
rations will be studied by CFD, using the MOZART/2D code.
The calculations are well under way. This preliminary work
was also demonstrated to several investigators from General
Dynamics during a recent visit at Ames. They showed consid-
erable interest in both the numerical tools and the proposed
engine concepts.
E. DCAF Flow Simulation
Another DDF proposal was written and submitted by Dr.
Cambier and H. Adelman last year, and was also funded. The
work on this DDF was delayed, due to more immediate commit-
ments with the NASP GWP 53 activity. The proposed work is to
devise experimental techniques and uses for the high pres-
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sure arc-jets at Ames, for propulsion testing. The work in-
cludes the generation of appropriate computational tools
for simulating all aspects of the flow in this type of fa-
cility. The work recently performed consisted of a gener-
alization of the MOZART-2D code to multiple temperatures.
From our past experience in thermal nonequilibrium flow sim-
ulations and algorithm and model development, we devised a
new and more complete thermo-chemical model. In this unique
model, the coupling between chemical processes and inter-
nal energy modes is more detailed and fully consistent. No-
tably, the model accounts for the change in internal tem-
peratures due to dissociation and recombinations. Contrary
to other models, we have statistically computed and tabu-
lated the average energies removed by dissociation. The
average energy replaced during recombination is obtained
by application of the principle of detailed balance. This
model has the property of restoring thermal equilibrium as
well as chemical equilibrium, without relying on other re-
laxation processes (such as Landau-Teller). This important
physical property gives us a greater confidence in the ac-
curacy of the model. The model also distinguishes between
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electronic (excited states and free electrons combined) and
vibrational temperatures. This distinction is important in
flows where the degree of ionization falls rapidly. The code
has been applied to the planar nozzle used presently in the
DCAF for a combustion experiment: the results shows a small
degree of thermal nonequilibrium: this should alleviate the
concern of the investigators at NASA-Langley, who communi-
cated to us their interest in this problem.
F. High Temperature Shock Layer Simulation
The flow around the ROSETTA probe vehicle was computed,
at the request of M. Tauber, for the conditions of peak heat-
ing at re-entry. The conditions are at sufficiently high
pressure that chemical equilibrium could be assumed. Nev-
ertheless, a solution with chemical kinetics was desired,
to verify this assumption and convince the European part-
ners. The calculations also required the evaluation of the
convective heating at the body surface, for catalytic con-
ditions. The MOZAKT-2D code was enhanced to allow for cat-
alytic boundary conditions, and the thermal properties of
the gas species were recomputed more accurately and for a
higher temperature range. The calculations were performed
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for both non-catalytic and catalytic walls. A grid sensi-
tivity study was also performed, in order to accurately es-
timate the temperature and concentration gradients near the
wall. The results were used by M. Tauber for a report to JPL
center, and will also be presented separately at the next
Thermophysics Conference in 1993.
G. High Temperature Shock Layer Simulation
A series of codes for nonequilibrium plasma simu-
lations, code-named "MAHLEK", were initially developed
by Dr. Cambier during the past two years, and have been
consistently improved. The most advanced version uses a
single-fluid description, and has been enhanced to a full
Collisional-Kadiative model. The thermo-chemical model for
molecular species has also been developed, is presently be-
ing implemented, and validating calculations will soon be
under way. The algorithms are also being improved to use
of a more stable, implicit method which strongly couples
all relaxation processes. Calculations concerning an ar-
gon plasma are still being pursued, with detailed paramet-
ric studies. An exhaustive report on the numerical tech-
niques, computational results and physical interpretations,
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is planned in the near future, and the data are presently
being compiled. This report will be in addition to the re-
search papers already presented at the past Plasma Dynam-
ics Conferences. This unique tool allows for very detailed
investigations of the flow in high enthalpy shock tubes or
arc-jets, and helps us discover some important physical phe-
nomena.
G. More advanced developments
A more recent work concerned the development of an ad-
vanced code for the simulation of reactive shock propagation
in condensed matter or high pressure gas, with non-ideal
equation of state (EOS). A preliminary code was written
which still uses the TVD technique of decomposition in terms
of characteristic fields, but with a general EOS, tabulated.
Preliminary tests of the new algorithm were conducted sat-
isfactorily. Future work will include a validation of the
technique and use of the Sesame library of EOS, recently ac-
quired by co-investigator D. W. Bogdanoff. This code will be
used to simulate shock tunnel operation for very high reser-
voir pressures, and for simulaion of detonation in solid ex-
plosives.
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rH. One-dimensional Godunov CFD code
A one-dimensional Godunov CFD code is under develop-
ment. This code will have the ability to use a non-ideal gas
equation of state and will include the modelling of fric-
tional and heat transfer effects to the tube and tunnel
walls. It will be used for further studies of the use of a
converging driven tube to increase the reservoir pressure
and enthalpy and studies of operation of the shock tunnel in
non-reflected shock and expansion tube modes. The converg-
ing driven tube technique applied to non-reflected tunnel
operation will also be studied.
I. Publications
References 4-8 are publications resulting from the the-
oretical work which have been or will be presented at con-
ferences.
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ABSTRACT
High stagnation pressures and enthalpies are required for the testing of aerospace
vehicles such as aerospace planes, aeroassist vehicles and reentry vehicles. Among the
most useful ground test facilities for performing such tests are shock tunnels. With a
given driver gas condition, the enthalpy and pressure in the driven tube nozzle reservoir
condition can be varied by changing the driven tube geometry and initial gas fill pressure.
Reducing the driven tube diameter yields only very modest increases in reservoir pressure
and enthalpy. Reducing the driven tube initial gas fill pressure can increase the reservoir
enthalpy significantly, but at the cost of reduced reservoir pressure and useful test time. A
new technique, the insertion of a converging section in the driven tube is found to produce
substantial increases in both reservoir pressure and enthalpy. Using a one-dimensional
inviscid full kinetics code, a number of different locations and shapes for the converging
driven tube section were studied and the best cases found. For these best cases, for driven
tube diameter reductions of factors of 2 and 3, the reservoir pressure can be increased by
factors of 2.1 and 3.2, respectively and simultaneously the enthalpy can be increased by
factors of 1.5 and 2.1, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION - THE REFLECTED SHOCK SHOCK TUNNEL
The basic setup of a reflected shock shock tunnel is shown in Fig. 1. It comprises a
driver tube, driven tube, nozzle and test section. Typically, the driver and driven tubes are
* Senior Research Scientist. Mailing Address: NASA Ames Research Center, Mail Stop
230-2, Moffett Field, CA 94035. Associate Fellow AIAA.
t Scientist. Mailing Address: NASA Ames Research Center, Mail Stop 230-2, Moffett
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separated by a heavy diaphragm and the driven tube and nozzle are separated by a very
light diaphragm. The driver is initially filled with a high pressure, high sound speed gas,
typically helium or hydrogen, which may be heated to further increase its sound speed and
enthalpy. The driven tube is initially filled with the test gas, frequently air or nitrogen, at
a much lower pressure. Upon rupture of the main diaphragm a shock wave travels down
the driven tube and an expansion wave system moves into the driver gas. The shock wave
reflects from the driven tube end wall and breaks the light secondary diaphragm. The
doubly shocked gas forms a nozzle plenum reservoir condition. Gas from this reservoir
rdshes through the nozzle and flow is established there and in the test section. The useflll
test time is typically hundreds of microseconds to 5 or 10 milliseconds.
We now examine the shock tunnel operation in more detail using the "X-T" diagram
shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, X is the distance along the driver and driven tubes and T is
the time after the rupture of the diaphragm. Figure 2 is schematic only and is not to scale.
In Fig. 2, shock waves are shown as heavy lines, undefined (compression or expansion)
waves as single light lines, expansion wave systems as fan-like systems of lines and the
interface between the driver and driven gas as a dashed line. The numbers within the
zones identify regions of various thermodynamic states. The initial states of the driver and
driven gas are 4 and 1, respectively. Upon rupture of the diaphragm, shock $1 moves down
the driven tube, compressing the gas from state 1 to state 2. $1 reflects at the driven tube
e.
end wall as shock $2, compressing the gas from state 2 to state 5. The driver gas expands
through two wave systems, E1 and E2, from state 4 to state 3. The gas in state 3 drives
the initial shock S1 through the driven gas. In the classic constant area shock tube the
expansion systems E1 and E2 become one continuous expansion system and the zone 3'
does not exist. With an area contraction between the driver and driven tubes, the part of
the unsteady expansion wave system between lines P and Q is replaced by a quasi-steady
expansion through the area contraction between states 3' and 3" and an extended region
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at state 3' appears.
The reflected shock $2 passes through the interface at M. If the acoustic impedances of
regions 2 and 3 are properly matched, there will be no reflected wave W, all the additional
waves near the interface above M will likewise vanish and regions 5, 6, 7, 8, etc. become one
region at state 5. This is called "tailored interface" operation. Tailoring can be achieved
by varying the initial pressure in region 1. The plenum reservoir for the nozzle during the
test time is then at state 5. If one is not operating at the tailored interface condition, wave
W and the additional reflected waves above W will exist and conditions in regions 5, 6, 7,
8; etc., will be different. However, in practice, after 2 or 3 reflections from the interface,
the waves become quite weak and regions 7, 8, and beyond are essentially at the same
condition. This condition will be essentially at the pressure which would be generated by
a single shock propagating into region 3, bringing that gas to "rest". This is referred to as
"equilibrium interface" operation. The plenum reservoir for the nozzle during the test time
is then at the state of regions 7, 8, etc. (which are very closely at the same thermodynamic
state).
The available test time of shock tunnels is limited by several factors. Arrival of the
head of the reflection of the driver expansion wave system (HE) at the nozzle entrance
at time TE initiates a rapid drop in nozzle reservoir pressure and will end the useful test
time. Also, passage of the driven gas-driver gas interface I through the nozzle entrance at
time TI will end the useful test time. In equilibrium interface operation, the time for the
nozzle reservoir condition to settle out, say, between TSH and TS, is not useful test time.
Although not related directly to Fig. 2, time is required for the establishment of steady
flow in the nozzle and test section and this time cannot be use for testing.
The interface motion shown in Fig. 2 assumes a perfect one-dimensional interface. As
is well known, this is very far from being the case in real shock tubes and shock tunnels.
A number of effects are known to cause substantial spreading out of the interface. These
include interface distortion upon diaphragmopening,boundary layer effects,1-a bifurcation
of the reflected shock($2) near the wall,4 instability of the interface2'3'5-7and combustion
at the interface,a We do not go into detailed discussionof theseeffectshere,but note the
following. For incident shockMath numbersof 8-10, Fig. 15 of Ref. 3 givesa correlation
of experimental data for driver gas free test times. These are only ,-_25% of the perfect
one-dimensional interface values. Also, for some conditions, e.g., some data points of Fig.
14 of Ref. 3, the driver gas free test time can drop to nearly zero.
There is a continuing need for ground facilities with higher stagnation pressures and
enthalpies to allow closer simulation in the testing of current and proposed aerospace
vehicles. The vehicles include the national aerospace plane, aeroassist space vehicles and
reentry vehicles for earth and other planets. The shock tunnel is one of the types of facilities
which can provide these simulations. A number of techniques can be used to generate the
high enthalpy driver gas needed for such shock tunnels. The driver gas can be characterized
by its specific heat ratio (7), sound speed (%), enthalpy (h) and escape speed (u_). The
last speed is the maximum velocity the driver gas would reach if it expanded into vacuum
and gives a rough estimate of the maximum initial shock velocity which could be achieved
if the inital driver gas to driven gas pressure ratio were very large. For an ideal driver
gas u_ can be shown s to equal 2%/(7-1). Low molecular weight driver gases, hydrogen
and helium, are the obvious choices to yield high driver gas sound speeds and enthalpies.
These driver gas sound speeds can be further increased by heating. The driver gases
have been heated by electrical resistance heaters, 9 combustion of hydrogen and oxygen, 1°
piston compression, 11 electric arcs, 12'13 and high explosives. 14 Table 1 shows representative
performances for the driver gases for the first three of these techniques, as well as that
of room temperature helium and hydrogen. The numbers shown in Table 1 are based on
ideal gas calculations and are therefore estimates, not exact numbers. The heated driver
gases in the last three rows can produce the most useful simulations of aerospace vehicles.
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Table 1 Performancesof various driver gases
Reference Gas T 7 co u_ h
(If) (kin/see) (km/sec) (J/gm)
-- He 300 1.67 1.02 3.04 1550
-- H2 300 1.40 1.32 6.61 4370
9 H2 700 1.40 2.02 10.10 10200
10 He/H20 -- 1.50 2.13 8.54 9090
11 He 4660 1.67 3.99 11.90 24100
The electric arc shocktube of Refs. 12and 13canproducevery high shockvelocities,
up to 50 km/sec, but has the disadvantagesof a driver pressurelimitation of 500arm, very
short test times (2-20 #see)and large capacitive energy storage requirements (1.24 MJ).
Becauseof the pressureand test time limitations, it is not suitable for many of the tests
neededfor aerospacevehicles.The high explosivedriven shock tube of Ref. 14destroysa
large amount of hardware with eachtest run and cannot be considereda facility useful for
an extensiveresearchor test program. Hence,wewill focusour attention on the electrical
resistanceheated driver, the combustionheateddriver and the piston compressionheated
driver of Refs. 9-11.
II. VARIATION OF DRIVEN TUBE DIAMETER AND INITIAL FILL PRESSURE
Let us consider a given driver performance, i.e., with sound speed and enthalpy given,
s@, by one of the last three rows of Table 1. There will, of course, be a pressure limitation
also for the driver. The nozzle plenum reservoir pressure and enthalpy can be changed
by changing the driven tube area and initial fill pressure. We will discuss these variations
with reference to the NASA Ames 16 Inch Shock Tunnel. The driver tube is 21 m long, 43
cm inside diameter and the driven tube is 26 m long, 30 cm inside diameter. The nozzle
is 5.9 m long, the exit diameter is 99 cm and the area ratio can be varied from 95 to 271.
The pressure ratings of the driver and driven tubes are 680 atm. The combustion driver
operates with a mixture of 2H2 + 1.1702 +9.36He ignited by 4 wires strung the length of
the tube and heated by a capacitor bank discharge. Further details can be found in Ref.
10.
The performance of the Ames Shock Tunnel was analyzed using a simple zoned, invis-
cid, ideal gas computational method described in Appendix A. This method does not give
exact predictions of tunnel performance but does show the trends of the effects of varying
the driven tube diameter and initial fill pressure. There are only a few percentage points
differences between the enthalpies and pressures reached in the nozzle reservoir conditions,
depending on whether the nozzle is plugged or not. Hence, because the calculations are
simpler, we consider below only cases with the nozzle plugged. The calculations were done
for 2H2 + 02 + 9He as the drive gas (which is very close to that actually used) and air as
the driven gas. Figure 3 shows the ratio of tailored interface driver tube reservoir pressure
to driver after burn pressure (Pr,s/Pd_) versus the ratio of driven tube area to driver tube
area (Aan/Adr). The point is an experimental value from the Ames Shock Tunnel. The
maximum pressure gain from Adn/A_,- going from 1 to 0 is about a factor of two. For
a reasonable value of Ad,,/Aur, say, 0.3, the gain over a constant area tube is factor of
,-,1.5. There will be a small attendent gain in reservoir enthalpy, of the order of 10%, also.
Making the driven tube smaller has the disadvantages that the amount of gas in the nozzle
reservoir condition is reduced and boundary layer effects in the driver tube become more
s_vere. Clearly, the increases in nozzle reservoir pressure and enthalpy obtainable in this
way are very limited.
A second approach is to operate the tunnel in the equilibrium interface mode. Figure
4 shows calculated results for equilibrium interface operation of the Ames Shock Tunnel
for the actual value of Aan/Aa,-, 0.498. Again, the calculations were made for the plugged
nozzle condition. The abscissa is the ratio of the initial driven tube fill pressure to that at
the tailored interface condition. The RH and Rp curves give the ratios of the driven tube
reservoir enthalpies and pressures achieved to those at the tailored interface condition.
The RR curve gives the ratio of the compression ratio of the driven gas between the initial
fill condition and the reservoir condition to that which occurs at the tailored interface
condition. The 1,1 coordinate point in Fig. 4 is the tailored interface condition. First,
we see that very little increase in driven tube reservoir pressure can be obtained using
equilibrium interface operation, perhaps 10%, and this is achieved at at a cost of significant
drops in enthalpy.
By decreasing the driven tube initial fill pressure below the tailored interface value,
significant increases in enthalpy can be achieved. However, these are achieved at a cost
of decreased reservoir pressure and test time. The decreased reservoir pressure can be
obtained directly from Fig. 4. Also, however, the driven tube gas is more highly compressed
and at a higher sound speed than for the tailored interface case. Both these factors will tend
to make the slug of compressed driven tube gas pass through the nozzle more quickly than
for the tailored interface case. Further, for the equilibrium interface case, one must wait
for the reservoir condition to settle out (i.e., wait between TSH and TS in Fig. 2) before
the test time can begin. This waiting is not necessary for tailored interface operation. For
example, from Fig. 4, if the initial driven tube fill pressure is reduced to 0.22 times the
value for tailored interface operation, the reservoir enthalpy will be doubled, the reservoir
pressure will be reduced 21% and the gas compression ratio will be increased by a factor of
1:79. This would cause the time for test gas slug to pass through the nozzle to be reduced
to about 40% of the value for tailored interface operation. A further reduction in test time
would occur due to the required wait for settling out of the reservoir pressure. Summing
up, equilibrium operation can produce only very minor increases in driven tube reservoir
pressure. Ig can produce significant increases in driven tube reservoir enthalpy, but at the
cost of significant reductions in reservoir pressure and test time.
III. NEW CONVERGING DRIVEN TUBE TECHNIQUE
A. Technique
As was pointed out in the previous section, simply decreasing the size of the driven
tube with respect to the driver tube produces only very limited increases in reservoir
pressure pressure and enthalpy. The situation is entirely different if a portion of the driven
tube is made converging. We will demonstrate that large increases in reservoir pressure
and enthalpy can be obtained if a converging driven tube is used. A number of geometries
studied herein are shown in Fig. 5. The diameters of the driver and driven tube are in the
correct proportion in the figure but the length-to-diameter of the driven tube is not. As
can be seen from Fig. 5, the converging section of the driven tube can be at the upstream
end of the tube (cases d,e,f,g,h,j), the downstream end of the tube (cases b,i) or the entire
driven tube can be converging (case c). Diameter ratios of 2 (most cases) and 3 (cases i,j)
were studied. The majority of the converging sections had a linear diameter taper, but, in
addition, both trumpet (cases f,h) and bell shapes (case g) were studied. The equations
of the driven tube radius ("taper equations") as functions of distance along the tube are
given below.
Linear taper, case d
D x
= 1-0.5 (1)
Ax
_o
Trumpet, case f
Bell, case g _ = 1 - 0.75_-_- x (2)
_o = I-0.5
(3)
Trumpet, case h D---j - 1 -0.647 Ax (4)
where Do is the diameter of the driven tube inlet, D is the diameter of the driven tube
at distance x from the inlet and Ax is the length of the contracting section of the driven
tube. An abbreviated numerical code describing each case is also given in Fig. 5. The first
digit in each code is the total diameter contraction ratio of the driven tube relative to the
reference, constant area driven tube. If there is a single number after the comma, it denotes
either a constant area driven tube ("0" after the comma) or that the contraction occupies
the entire driven tube ("1" after the comma). Two numbers after the comma denote the
location in the driven tube where the contraction takes place, as follows. "2,20" denotes
that the contraction takes place in the upstream half of the tube, while "2,02" denotes
that the contraction takes place in the downstream half of the tube. "2,40" denotes that
the contraction takes place in the upstream quarter of the tube. If there are only numbers
in the designation, the taper is linear in diameter. Letters at the end of the designation
denote other curved taper shapes. These include trumpet shapes ("tl", Fig. 5f; "t2", Fig.
5.h; "t3", to be discussed at a later point), bell shapes ("b", Fig. 5g) or hyperbolic tangent
shapes ("h", not shown in Fig. 5; will be discussed at a later point).
B. Run Conditions and Computational Method
The conditions in the driver for all cases studied were calculated as follows. Before
combustion, the driver was assumed to be filled with a 2H2 + 1.1702 + 9.36He mixture
at 8.622 x 107 d/cm 2 and 292 K. This gas was then allowed to burn adiabatically to
an equilibrium mixture and the enthalpy noted. This calculation was repeated with an
enthalpy loss of 2.5% added in to bring the calculated sound speed into good agreement
with a representative experimental value of 2.13 km/sec. The resulting burned driver gas
was at a pressure of 7.075 x 10 s d/cm 2, a temperature of 2631 K and had a molecular weight
of 6.839. The driven gas for most runs was air at 8.67 x 105 d/cm 2 and 295 K. The nozzle
from the secondary diaphragm to the throat is inltally filled withe air at 1.014 x 102 d/cm 2
and 295 K. These conditions are nearly identical to those of a number of experimental runs
made recently (1991) in the Ames 16 In. Hypersonic Shock Tunnel. The only difference is
that the theoretical cases studied herein are at the maximum rated pressure of the Ames
facility which is about 25% higher than the pressure of any experimental run made to date.
The calculations were done using a one dimensional, inviscid CFD code. The driven
and nozzle gases were modelled using the species N2, 02, NO, N and O and a five equation
reaction set. The mole fractions of the speciesof the driver gaswere frozen at the values
given after combustion, as describedabove. The specific heat of the (frozen) driver gas
was taken to follow valuesfrom the JANAF Tables.15A 250 cell coarsegrid wasused for
the driver and driven tubes. In addition, a sliding 800 cell grid was used which followed
the main shockand the interface down the driven tube an then becamestrationary at the
downstreamend of the driven tube. The sliding grid allowed much higher resolutions to
be obteained in the region of the shocksand the interface. There is an abrupt area change
at the main diaphragm. The nozzle is modelled with a 100 cell grid which extends 2 m
downstreamfrom the end of the driven tube. For the referencecasewithout driven tube
contraction, the throat diameter is 7.60era. For most caseswith driven tube contraction,
the throat diameter is reducedin proportion to the reduceddriven tube diameter at the
downstream end of the tube. The nozzlediameter at the end of the nozzlegrid is 76 cm
and the "no gradient" boundary condition is used there. At beginning of the calculation,
the primary diaphragm is suddenly removed.When the main shock reachesthe secondary
diaphragm, the pressurerisessteeply; when it reaches5.07 x 107 d/cm 2, the secondary
diaphragm is removed.
IV. RESULTS
A. Time Histories at NozzleEntrance
Figure 6 showspressuretime historiesat the nozzleentrancefor cases1,0,2,02,2,1and
2,20. First, we note that useof the driven tube contraction technique can produce about
a doubling of the nozzle reservoir pressure. Second,the different contraction geometries
havelarge differencesin their ability to maintain the increasedreservoirpressure.With the
contraction in the downtreamhalf of the driven tube, performanceis very poor. Somewhat
improved performanceis obtained if the entire driven tube is converging. By far the best
performance is obtained if the contraction is in the upstream half of the driven tube. In
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this case,the nearly flat part of the pressurehistory extendsout to ,,-13 msec after arrival
of the main shock. For this best case, the increase in reservoir enthalpy due to the driven
tube contraction is by a factor of ,,_1.5. From the pressure variations seen in the first
,,_2 msec in Fig. 6, it is clear that the shock tunnel operation is not tailored for the cases
shown there. Tailoring is computationally expensive, typically requiring "-,5 additional runs
with varying initial driven tube pressure per case and hence, has not been done for most
cases presented herein. Tailoring of an optimized case for a 2 to 1 diameter driven tube
contraction will be discussed at a later point. A comparison was then made between the
nozzle entrance pressure histories for the 2,20 case and the 2,40 case with the contraction
taking place in the upstream quarter of the driven tube. For brevity, the plots are not
shown here, but in regard to the ability to maintain the high reservoir pressure the 2,40
case was found to be much inferior to the 2,20 case.
Further studies are now presented keeping the basic 2,20 location of the contraction
section, but considering non-linear diameter tapers. We consider cases 2,20, 2,20tl and
2,20b. These are linear, trumpet and bell shaped tapers, respectively, and the equations
of the tapers are given in Sec. IIIa, Eqs. (1), (3) and (2), respectively. Figure 7 shows the
nozzle entrance pressure histories for these three cases. At this point in the study, we are
searching for the contraction geometry which produces the most nearly constant nozzle
reservoir conditions. From Fig. 7, we can see that the 2,20b case is roughly equivalent
to the 2,20 case in this respect, but that the 2,20tl case is substantially better than the
2,20 case. Since the trumpet case 2,20tl produced the most nearly constant reservoir
pressure history, this line of attack was pursued further and two additional trumpet cases
were investigated. For case 2,20t2 (Eq. (4), See. IIIA) the basic shape of the trumpet of
case 2,20tl was maintained, but the trumpet entrance diameter was increased to equal the
driver tube diameter, thus eliminating the step area change at the main diaphragm. The
driven tube diameter at the downstream end of the tube is the same for cases 2,20tl and
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2,20t2 (and also for all 2,- cases).For case2,20t3 the taper equation is given below.
D -0.5+0.5(1- x ) 2D--_- _ (5)
For cases 2,20tl and 2,20t2, there is an abrupt change in wall slope at the downstream end
of the taper section. For case 2,20t3 the taper section slope, instead, goes smoothly to zero
at the downstream end of the section. Case 2,20t3 maintains the step area change at the
main diaphragm typical of all 2,- cases except the 2,20t2 case. Figure 8 shows the nozzle
entrance pressure histories for cases 2,20tl, 2,20t2 and 2,20t3. The 2,20t2 case shows about
a 15% pressure increase over the 2,20tl case (after the initial pressure spiking). However,
both the 2,20t2 and the 2,20t3 show much more variation of nozzle reservoir pressure
during the critical first ,-_13 msec than the 2,20tl case.
One last non-linear taper case was tested, case 2,20h. The taper equation for this case
is given below.
D = 1 - 1 _a _,57_ - (6)
D---_ _ I+ ta--_2-
This taper equation is a hyperbolic tangent with minimum slope at the beginning and end
of the taper section and maximum slope at the middle of the taper section. Compared
to other cases, for case 2,20h there is a relatively steep wall slope at the middle of the
taper section and fairly early in the CFD calculation it became apparent that choking was
occuring near the maximum slope point. Hence, this taper was rejected as unsatisfactory
arid the solution stopped. Hence, no nozzle entrance time histories were obtained for this
case. We will discuss choking further in Sec. IVB. From the discussion of this section, we
conclude that the best contraction geometry of the 2,- cases studied is the trumpet case
2,20tl.
For the optimized case 2,20tl, the tunnel operation was tailored by varying the initial
driven tube fill pressure. Calculations were run for pressures of 0.65, 0.75, 0.80, 1.20 and
1.40 times the original driven tube fill pressure of 8.67 x 105 d/cm 2. Figure 9 shows the
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nozzleentrance pressurehistories for 0.65, 0.80, 1.00and 1.o0 times the original driven
tube fill pressure. The best tailoring is seento occur for an initial driven tube fill pressure
of 6.94 x 10s d/cm 2 or 0.80 times the value usedfor most run reported herein. For this
case,the pressurebetween6.2 - 6.6msecis very nearly equal to that after _,,7.4msec.The
wiggle in betweenthesetimes may be acomputational artifact due to the limited resolution
of the shockwavesand interface.
Figure 10 showsthe nozzle reservoir pressureand enthalpy histories for the 1,0 and
the 2,20tl cases(both casesare untailored). We note that for the 1,0referencecase, the
pressurestarts to fall off-,_18msecafter initial shockarrival. This is in excellentagreement
with experimental results from the operation of the Ames 16 Inch Tunnel.1°As mentioned
in Sec.IIIB, muchof this experimental data wastaken at conditions closelymatching the
referencecase1,0 conditions except that the experimental data was taken at somewhat
lower pressurelevels. The enthalpy for the 1,0 caseis calculated to begin to fall off -,_12
msec after initial shock arrival. For the 2,20tl case, both the pressure and enthalpy are
calculated to begin to fall off ,-_13 msec after initial shock arrival. From Ref. 10, the
actual driver gas free test time for the cases nearly matching case 1,0 is estimated to be
-,_5 msec. This relatively short test time is due to a number of effects which cause the
driver-driven gas interface to spread out significantly from the ideal sharp interface (see
Sec. I). The increased pressure and enthalpy of the case 2,20tl nozzle reservoir condition
are thus maintained sufficiently long to allow full use of this condition up to the likely time
when driver gas will begin the flow through the nozzle, ending the useful test time. Going
from the reference case 1,0 to the 2,20tl case provides an increase in reservoir pressure
from 8.01 x 10 s d/cm 2 to 1.67 x 109 d/em 2, a factor of 2.09. The reservoir enthalpy is
increased from 9,500 J/gm to 14,300 J/gm, a factor of 1.51.
We now discuss cases with a driven tube diameter contraction ratio of 3 to 1. Only 3
cases were computed. Two of these cases were with linear diameter tapers, cases 3,02 and
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3,20. The third case was a trumpet case denoted by 3,20tl. The taper of the 3,30tl is of
the same form as that of the 2,20tl, with constants adjusted to provide a 3 to 1 diameter
ratio. The taper equation of case 3,30tl is as follows.
= 1 - 0.667 (7)
The last case was chosen because of the superior performance of case 2,20tl. Figures
11 and 12 show the pressure and enthalpy histories at the nozzle entrance for cases 1,0
(reference case), 3,02, 3,20 and 3,20tl. The performance of the 3,02 case is very poor,
considering the 3 to 1 contraction ratio, providing only conditions about equal to those of
the 2,20 case. The 3,20 case provides much larger gains in enthalpy and pressure. The
trumpet case 3,20tl provides a further gain in enthalpy of ,-_10% and a considerably flatter
pressure history. Choking effects are quite strong for the 3,20 case, but much less serious
for the 3,20tl case, due to the curved trumpet taper of the latter. The reduction of choking
effects for the 3,20tl case is likely responsible for its superior performance. (Choking effects
will be discussed further in Sec. IVB.) It is likely that significantly better taper profiles
could be found for 3 to 1 diameter contractions; however, limitations of time and available
computational resources have prevented us from pursuing such cases further at the present
time.
Let us examine the performance of the 3,20tl case. From Fig. 11, if we imagine this
case to be tailored, it seems likely that the nozzle reservoir pressure could be maintained
constant within ,-_5% for about 5 msec. Further optimization might well allow nearly
constant pressure to be maintained for a longer time. Since the arrival of driver gas at the
nozzle entrance has been estimated to occur ,v5 msec after initial shock arrival, it follows
that full utilization of the tunnel test time capability can be achieved using 3 to 1 diameter
contraction as well as using 2 to 1 diameter contraction. Going from the reference case
1,0 to the 3,20tl case provides an increase in reservoir pressure from 8.01 x 108 d/cm _- to
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2.59x 109d/cm 2, a factor of 3.23. The reservoirenthalpy is increasedfrom 9,500J/gm to
19,800J/gm, a factor of 2.08.
B. Plots of data along driver and driven tubes
We now turn to plots of data along the driver and driven tubes just before the main
shock reachesthe nozzleentrance. \¥e considerfirst the the referencecase without driven
tube contraction (1,0), the optimized case for 2 to 1 diameter contraction (2,20tl) and the
best case for 3 to 1 diameter contraction (3,20tl). This last case uses the trumpet taper of
case 2,20tl modified for 3 to 1 diameter contraction. These cases all have an initial driven
tube fill pressure of 8.67 x l0 s d/cm 2 and are untailored. Figures 13 and 14 shows plots of
velocity and pressure for these three cases. In these figures, the driver tube extends from
0 to 21 m and the driven tube from 21 to 47 m. From Fig. 13 we see that the gas velocity
behind the main shock rises from 3.1 to 3.8 to 4.6 km/sec for diameter contraction ratios
of 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The corresponding pressures behind the main shock rise from
0.9 x 10 s to 1.6 x l0 s to 1.9 x 10 s d/cm 2.
From Fig. 14, even in the downstream one-third of the driver, the pressures are
somewhat higher (10 - 15%) for the cases with contraction. The pressure drop at the main
diaphragm station is substantially lower for the cases with contraction. This is due to the
lower Mach numbers at this station for cases with contraction. The Mach number (plots
not shown) on the driven tube side of the diaphragm station is -,_0.5 for the cases with
contraction compared to 1.0 for the constant driven tube area case. Further, on a fractional
basis, the pressure drop in the converging part of the driven tube is much smaller for the
cases with contraction than for the corresponding part of the constant area driven tube.
In fact, for the 3 to 1 contraction, there is actually a net pressure rise in the contraction
section. Finally, for cases with contraction, in the constant area part of the driven tube,
the pressure falls off, but the performance of the geometries up to this point has been
sufficiently good that the net pressure behind the main shock still considerably exceeds
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that for the constant area driven tube case.
We now discuss choking in the driven tube. Figures 15 and 16 show plots of pressure
an Math number along the driver and driven tubes for cases 1,0, 3,20 and 3,20tl. Case 3,20
is a 3 to 1 diameter contraction case with linear taper and case 3,20tl is the corresponding
case with a trumpet taper. For the 1,0 (reference case), the Math number profile along
the driven tube shows a smooth increase from 1.0 at the main diaphragm station to ,-_1.9
at the end of the expansion fan 3 in Fig. 2 (see See. I) and then remains constant out to
the interface, across which it jumps to ,,_2.3. In constrast, for case 3,20, severe choking is
apparent at the end of the driven tube contraction section. There is a sharp pressure peak
reaching 1.2 x 109 d/cm 2, and Math number, instead of rising in the contraction section,
falls from a maximum of -,_0.9 to -_0.8 at the end of the contraction section. The rate of
contraction of the linear taper in the logarithmic sense, d(ln(Area))/d(x/L), appears to be
too great at the end of the contraction for a 3 to 1 diameter ratio. (L is the length of the
driven tube.) By switching to the trumpet taper, case 3,20tl, the choking problem in the
driven tube is very much ameliorated. The pressure peak at the end of the contraction has
been reduced by a factor of 2 and the Mach number in the contraction section now rises
smoothly from -,-0.5 to ,-_1.3. There still does remain a much reduced pressure peak at the
end of the driven tube contraction section; it is possible that this peak could be removed
by further optimization of the contraction taper shape.
- In See. IVA, we noted that case 2,20h, with a hyperbolic tangent taper profile, pro-
duced severe choking. Figure 17 shows plots of pressure and Mach number along the driver
and driven tubes for this case. The choking is shown by the sharp pressure peak and Math
number drop (from 1.1 to 0.6) near the center of the taper section, where the slope of the
tube wall is the steepest. For this case also, it appears that d(ln(Area))/d(x/L) is too
great to avoid substantial choking effects.
C. Test times and impact pressures in the test section
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First, we considercases1,0 (referencecase)and 2,20tl (optimized casewith 2 to 1
diameter contraction). As we have noted previously, the nozzle reservoir pressureand
enthalpy of the 2,20tl caseare 2.09 and 1.51 times higher, respectively, than the values
for the 1,0 case. However, these gains were not achieved without some cost. The volume
of compressed test gas in the driven tube reservoir is considerably smaller for the 2,20tl
case than for the 1,0 case. At this time, we have no way to know whether the spreading
out of the driven-driver gas interface (see Sec. I) will be better, worse or about the same
for the 2,20tl case, compared to the 1,0 case. Lacking this information, we shall assume
that the volume of compressed driver-gas-free test gas at the nozzle entrance for the 2,20tl
case will be the same fraction of the driven tube volume as for the 1,0 case. The volume
of the driven tube for the 2,20tl case can readily be calculated, using the taper equation
(3) to be 0.354 of the volume for the 1,0 case.
We now introduce a number of ratios, all of which are formed by taking the parameter
for the case with driven tube diameter contraction (here, case 2,20tl) and dividing by the
same parameter for the reference case (1,0). Rp is the ratio of driven tube reservoir
pressures, here equal to 2.09. Rh is the ratio of driven tube reservoir enthapies, here equal
to 1.51. Rv is the ratio of driven tube reservoir gas volumes, here equal to 0.354. Rt, Rath,
Rats, Rdts and Rpi are the ratios of test time, nozzle throat area, test section area, test
section diameter and test section impact pressure, respectively. Now, Rp, Rh and R, are
given for the case 2,20tl - case 1,0 comparison. However, Rath and R_t_ can be varied and
allow one to trade off among Rats, Rt and Rvi. Rt, Rv, R_th and Rh can be related as
follows.
Rv 1
Rt - R,_th R h5 (S)
Equation (8) can be obtained by noting that the flow time of the test gas slug through
the nozzle throat is proportion to the volume of the gas slug and inversely proportional
to the area of the nozzle throat and the sound speed of the gas. Further, the following
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approximate relation for hypersonicflow can be written.
Rpi R___._)hR
-- J_afs P
(9)
Equation (9) can be obtained, for example, from the discussion of the treatment of the
impulse function in Ref. 16 by assuming that the Mach number is much greater than unity.
Combining Eqs. (9) and (10), we obtain
nvRp _ 0.603 (10)
RtRpiR_t,- R.h5
The numerical constant in Eq. (10) was obtained using Rv, Rp and Rh for the case 2,20tl
- case 1,0 comparison (in addition to one case for 3 to 1 diameter contraction).
Using Eqs. (9) and (10), a number of cases will be constructed and discussed. The
parameters for these cases are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Test times and impact pressures
Nozzle Driven
case tube
# case
R_th R_t_ Rdt_ Rh Rt Rpi
1 1,0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 2,20tl 0.25 0.25 0.50 1.51 1.15 2.09
3 2,20tl 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.51 0.289 2.09
4 2,20tl 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.51 0.577 1.04
5 2,20tl 0.25 1.00 1.00 1.51 1.15 0.522
6 2,20tl 0.50 0.50 0.707 1.51 0.577 2.09
7 3,20tl 0.367 0.367 0.606 2.08 0.420 3.23
Nozzle case 1 is simply the reference case without driven tube contraction. All ratios for
this case are, by definition, equal to unity. For the remaining nozzle cases, driven tube
contraction, cases 2,20tl or 3,20tl is assumed. For nozzle case 2, the nozzle throat and test
section linear dimensions are half the values for the reference case. The test section impact
pressure is increased by a factor of _2 and the test time is actually increased 15% above
the value for case 1,0. The disadvantage is that the model must be twice as small as for the
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referencecase.For nozzlecase3, the nozzlethroat and test section linear dimensionskept
equal to the valuesfor the referencecase.The test section impact pressure is increased by
a factor of two and the model size is kept undiminished, but the test time is --,0,29 that for
the reference case. For many cases, this would be unsatisfactory, since there might well not
be sufficient time for the flow the stabilize properly in the nozzle and/or over the model.
Nozzle cases 4 and 5 are cases where the nozzle throat area has been reduced by factors of
2 and 4, respectively, from that of case 3, while keeping the test section size undiminished.
The result is that the test times are increased in inverse proportion to the throat areas,
but the impact pressures in the test section are correspondingly reduced.
For nozzle cases 2 - 5, we have not considered that less test time should be required
to establish the flow if the nozzle and model are smaller and also that less test should be
required when the free stream velocity is faster due to increased reservoir enthalpy. To
allow for this we now assume the following.
= R:R, (11)
The condition of Eq. (11) is that the test section (and presumably nozzle and model)
dimensions should vary, for the various cases studied, proportionally to the free stream
velocity and the test time.
following equation.
Applying the condition of Eq. (11) to Eq. (10) yields the
RpiR_ =0.401 (12)
Let us assume that we wish to obtain the full pressure advantage of the driven tube
contraction technique and therefore take Rvi = 2.09. From Eqs. (9), (11) and (12), we
then obtain R_ = 0.577, R,,** = R_th = 0.500 and D_t, = 0.707, nozzle case 6 in Table 2.
For this case, the test time is 0.577 times that of the baseline case, but this shorter time
should be just as effective a setting up the flow as in the reference case, since the model
is smaller and the flow is faster. The test section and model size are 0.707 that for the
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mreference case and the full pressure advantage of the driven tube contraction technique is
available in the test section.
We should note here that nozzle cases 4 and 5 in Table 2 involve a change in area
ratio of the nozzle, since Rats is not equal to Rath for these cases. If these cases were to be
used, there would be a tendency for the test section NIach number to change from that for
the reference case. For example, assuming a reference case test section Mach number of
5 and and effective 7 value of 1.25, doubling and quadrupling the nozzle area ratio would
increase the Mach number to -,_5.6 and --,6.2, respectively.
We now discuss the case for a 3 to 1 diameter contraction, using cases 3,20tl and
1,0. Rp, Rh and R_ for this case are 3.23, 2.08 and 0.222, respectively. For brevity, we
go directly to the case where we maintain the full pressure advantage of the contraction
technique and allow the test time to be shortened corresponding to a shorter nozzle and
model and faster flow. The resulting parameters are shown in Table 2, nozzle case 7. The
test time is 0.420 times that of the baseline case but should be equally satisfactory at
setting up the flow properly. The model dimensions are 0.606 times those for the baseline
case. Other possible combinations of R_,ts and Rath could of course be used, allowing a
wide variety of cases to be obtained, including those corresponding to nozzle cases 2 - 5
for 2 to 1 diameter contraction.
D. Further work
Pursuing the converging driven tube technique further would likely involve the follow-
ing steps. First, a contraction ratio yielding approximately the desired condition would be
selected. Then, inviscid analyses similar to those presented here should be done, but in
more depth, to allow the best location and shape of the contraction section to be found.
Then, axisymmetric viscous flow analyses with turbulence modelling should be carried out.
This would allow possible additional choking effects due to boundary layers to be studied
as well as some of the effects which cause spreading out of the driver-driven interface.
2O
The latter include jetting of the driver gas upon initial rupture of the main diaphragm,
effects of the boundary layer upon the motion of the initial shock and the driver-driven gas
interface, bifurcation of the reflected shock in the boundary layer and, possibly, instability
effects at the interface. The best viscous flow cases should then be tested experimentally
in a small facility. Finally, if the predicted gains in pressure and enthalpy are verified
experimentally at small scale, one might consider the modification of a major facility to
use the driven tube contraction technique.
V. CONCLUSIONS
High stagnation pressures and enthalpies are required for the testing of aerospace ve-
hicles such as aerospace planes, aeroassist vehicles and reentry vehicles. Shock tunnels are
among the most useful facilities to perform such tests. For large, high pressure production
facilities, the most practical ways of achieving high enthalpy in the driver of a shock tunnel
are to use light gases, hydrogen or helium, and to heat the gas using electrical resistance
heaters, combustion or piston compression. The enthalpies achieved in these ways are lim-
ited and there axe also pressure limits on the driver tube. Given a fixed driver condition,
the nozzle reservoir enthalpy and pressure in the driven can be varied by changing the
size of the driven tube and the initial driven tube fill pressure. The gains in pressure and
enthalpy achievable using the former technique are very limited. The latter technique can
be used to achieve significant increases in enthalpy, but at the cost of decreased pressure
and test time.
A new technique has been presented which allows substantial increases in nozzle reser-
voir pressure and enthalpy to be achieved simulataneously. In this technique, part of
the driven tube is made converging. This technique has been investigated using a one-
dimensional, inviscid CFD code with chemical kinetics. The computational techniques
were applied to analyze possible modifications of the NASA Ames 16 Inch Hypersonic
Shock Tunnel. Contraction ratios for the driven tube diameter of 2 to 1 and 3 to 1 were
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studied, the former in more detail. The length, location and shape of the converging sec-
tion have been varied and partially optimized cases, within the limitations of available
computer time, have been found. Data has been presented in the form of pressure and
enthalpy histories at the driven tube nozzle reservoir and as snapshots of velocity, pressure
and Mach number along the the driver and driven tubes.
For a driven tube diameter contraction ratio of 2 to 1, increases in nozzle reservoir
pressure and enthalpy of 2.1 and 1.5, respectively, were obtained for the best cases studied.
For a driven tube diameter contraction ratio of 3 to 1, the corresponding numbers were
found to be 3.2 and 2.1. Choking in the driven tube was found to be a problem for some
cases studied. It was found that choking effects could be minimized by the proper selection
of the location, length and shape of the contraction section. Using both 2 to 1 and 3 to 1
diameter contraction ratios, test times during which the nozzle reservoir maintained nearly
constant pressure and enthalpy were evaluated. These were found to exceed or equal the
experimentally estimated driver-gas-free test time for the Ames Shock Tunnel. Hence, the
full test time of the tunnel would appear to remain usable if it were modifed with optimized
2 to 1 or 3 to 1 driven tube contraction profiles.
The gain in nozzle reservoir pressure and enthalpy achieved using the driven tube
contraction technique is not obtained without cost. There is a significant reduction in the
available volume of gas at the nozzle reservoir conditions. For this reason, there will a
tendency for the test time and the size of the test section which can be operated at a given
impact pressure to be reduced when the driven tube contraction technique is used. By
varying the nozzle throat and test section dimensions, trade-offs can be made between test
time, test section size and test section impact pressure. These questions have been studied
for the best 2 to 1 and 3 to 1 contraction cases investigated. For these cases, for one set of
calculations, it was assumed that when using the contraction technique, it was desired to
maintain the full gain in impact pressure in the tunnel test section. Also, allowances were
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madefor the fact that the test section flows could be stabilized in shorter times since the
models and nozzle were smaller and the flows faster (on account of the higher enthalpies)
when contraction was used. For these conditions, for the best 2 to 1 contraction case,
the model size was found to be 0.707 of that for the baseline case (without contraction)
and the test time was found to be 0.577 of that for the baseline case. For the best 3 to 1
contraction case, the corresponding numbers were found to be 0.606 (for model size) and
0.42 (for test time). However, we must point out again that these shorter test times should
be fully su_cent to stabilize the flows as well as in the baseline case without contraction.
Other combinations of nozzle throat area and test section area have also been discussed.
For example, for the best 2 to 1 contraction case, the full impact pressure gain can be
maintained and the full model size maintained, with the penalty that the test time drops
to 0.29 of that without contraction.
APPENDIX A
This appendix describes a simple zoned, inviscid, ideal gas method of estimating the
performance of the driver and driven tubes of a shock tunnel. We refer to the X-T diagram
of Fig. 2 of the main text. A description of this diagram is given in See. I of the main text
and will not be repeated here. The gases are taken to be ideal, with 7 values estimated from
the enthalpy values of the JANAF tables for roughly estimated temperature ranges for the
various zones. With one exception, all friction and heat transfer effects are neglected. The
driver gas is initially taken to be 2H2 + 02 + 9He, which burns to 2H20 + 9He. The
driven gas is air, taken as 3.77N2 + 02. The one dissipative effect which is modelled is
that 30% of the energy which would be released upon complete driver gas combustion is
assumed to be lost. This was found to bring the calculated shock velocities into rough
agreement with experimental values and thus crudely allows for dissociation, heat transfer
and frictional losses. Expansion waves, such as E1 and E2 and W (if it is an expansion
wave), are treated as simple centered expansion wave systems. The flow from 3' to 3"
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is taken to be a simple steady expansion to Mach 1 at 3". Shocks S1, $2, the shock
above and to the left of M and W (if it is a shock) are treated by standard shock wave
analyses. The flow velocity in zones 2 and 3 is varied until the pressures in these two
zones match, to obtain the correct velocity. A similar procedure is applied in the two
zones above M to obtain the correct velocity and pressure of these zones. To tailor the
operation of the tunnel, the initial pressure in zone 1 is varied until wave W is of zero
strength. For equilibrium interface operation, the conditions in zone 5 are first calculated.
Then the pressure which zone 3 would reach if brought to rest by a single shock (P3,ahock)
is calculated. The equilibrium interface nozzle reservoir conditions are then calculated
by assuming isentropic compression or expansion from state 5 to the pressure Pa,3hock.
The code available at Ames can allow for flow through a shock tunnel nozzle of specified
area. The calculation is somewhat shorter if the nozzle is taken to be plugged. Results for
plugged nozzles were used in the discussion of the main text.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1 Sketchof shock tunnel (not to scale).
Fig. 2 x-t wave diagram for shock tunnel. $1 and $2 denote shock waves, E1 and
E2 denote expansion wave systems, HE denotes the head of the expansion wave system
reflected from the end of the driver, I denotes driver-driven gas interface. 1,2,3,3',3" ,4, etc.
denote thermodynamic states. Also, see text.
Fig. 3 Effect of driven/driver area ratio (Aan/Aar) on ratio of reservoir pressure to
driver pressure (Pr_s/Pa,-). Tailored interface. See text for other details of operating
conditions.
Fig. 4 Non-tailored operation of shock tunnel. Abscissa is ratio of driven tube fill
pressure to that required for tailored interface operation. On the ordinate are shown the
ratios of nozzle reservoir pressure (Rp) and enthalpy (Rh) to those obtained for tailored
interface operation. R_ is the volumetric compression ratio of the doubly shocked gas in
the nozzle reservoir divided by the corresponding value for tailored interface operation.
See text for details of operating conditions.
.- Fig. 5 Various driven tube contraction profils studied herein. Diameters are to con-
sistent scale, length is not at same scale as diameters.
Fig. 6 Pressure histories at nozzle reservoir for cases 1,0, 2,02, 2,1 and 2,20.
Fig. 7 Pressure histories at nozzle reservoir for cases 2,20, 2,20b, and 2,20tl.
Fig. 8 Pressure histories at nozzle reservoir for cases 2,20tl, 2,20t2 and 2,20t3.
Fig. 9 Pressure histories at nozzlereservoir for case2,20tl. Parameters shown on
curvesare ratios of driven tube initial fill pressureto that for the first casecalculated. The
tailoring effect is shown.
Fig. 10 Pressureand enthalpy histories at nozzlereservoir for cases 1,0, and 2,02tl.
Fig. 11 Pressure histories at nozzle reservoir for cases 1,0, 3,02, 3,20 and 3,20tl.
Fig. 12 Enthalpy histories at nozzle reservoir for cases 1,0, 3,02, 3,20 and 3,20tl.
Fig. 13 Snapshot along driver and driven at time initial shock reaches nozzle entrance.
Velocity, cases 1,0, 2,20tl and 3,20tl.
Fig. 14 Snapshot along driver and driven at time initial shock reaches nozzle entrance.
Pressure, cases 1,0, 2,20tl and 3,20tl.
Fig. 15 Snapshot along driver and driven at time initial shock reaches nozzle entrance.
Pressure, cases 1,0, 3,20 and 3,20tl.
Fig. 16 Snapshot along driver and driven at time initial shock reaches nozzle entrance.
Mach number, cases 1,0, 3,20 and 3,20tl.
Fig. 17 Snapshot along driver and driven at time initial shock reaches nozzle entrance.
Pressure and Mach number, case 2,20h.
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ABSTRACT
A series of hydrogen-air mixing and combustion
experiments were conducted at high enthalpy
conditions at the NASA-Ames Research Center
16-Inch Shock Tunnel. The goals of the tests
were to demonstrate the facility capability for
high speed propulsion testing and to obtain
limited data on the performance of 30 ° flush
wall injectors. The experimental results were
compared with CFD analysis.
INTRODUCTION
The rebirth of hypersonics research in the U.S.
has stimulated the need for ground test
simulation of supersonic combustion ramjets at
high flight Mach numbers. Until recently, very
little data was available at Mach numbers
greater than about 8. Ground testing above
Mach 8 requires high pressure, high enthalpy
faci._ities such as shock tunnels 1-3 , and
expansion tubes. 4 These facilities have test
times which are free of driver gas
contamination on the order of a millisecond. A
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notable exception to the short duration, high
enthalpy facility tests is a recent set of
experiments in the Mach 9-12 regime at the 100
MW arcjet facility at NASA-Ames 5.
As the need for data at high enthalpy
conditions becomes more important in the design
of scramjet engines, additional facilities are
being brought on line for propulsion testing.
This paper presents the results of the first
high speed propulsion related experiments in
the Ames 16-Inch Shock Tunnel simulating
combustor inlet conditions at approximately
Mach 14. The test program was designed as an
initial entry to demonstrate the facility
capability and to obtain limited data on the
characteristics of 30 ° flush wail hydrogen fuel
injectors.
FACILITY
A brief description of the Ames 16-Inch Shock
will be presented. Complete details of its
operation and flow characteristics can be found
in Refs. 6 & 7. The NASA-Ames 16-Inch Shock
Tunnel (Fig. 1) has a 21 m long, 43 cm diameter
driver tube and a 26 m long 30 cm driven tube.
The facility receives its name from the 16 inch
naval cannons that were used to construct the
driver tube. The nozzle is contoured and
designed for a nominal Mach number of 7 at low
enthalpy, however due to the high enthalpy
conditions the actual free stream Mach number
was about 5.8. The facility was originally built
ascounterflow to a ballistic range and not as a
stand alone shock tunnel. The test section in
this entry was at the last station of the
ballistic range and was located 2.6 m
downstream of the nozzle exit. The test section
diameter was 0.99 m. For the present tests, the
nozzle was operated with a test section to
throat area ratio of 170; however, the nozzle
can be run at area ratios as low as 95.
The combustion driver is operated with a 2H2 +
1.1702 + 9.36He gas mixture. The gas is ignited
by using four 0.019 cm diameter tungsten wires
strung the length of the driver tube. The wires
are connected in parallel and heated to 2000 K
by the discharge from a capacitor bank. The
ignition produces smooth combustion with a rise
time of approximately 25 ms and produces a
pressure rise of approximately 8:1. The
maximum pressure ratings of the driver and
driven tubes are 680 atm. For the data
presented here, the final after burn pressure in
the driver tube was 272 atm. Flat, scored
diaphragms are used which self break at the
completion of the driver burn. The test time
which is free of driver gas contamination for
the conditions used here was estimated to be 3-5
ms°
TEST ARTICLE & INSTRUMENTATION
The tests were performed on a wedge model 38
cm long, with a 46 cm wide leading edge and
with the instrumented surface inclined 11° to
the free stream flow. The model is shown in
Fig. 2. A spanwise row of five sonic 0.305 cm
diameter injector ports was located at 22 cm
from the leading edge. The injectors were
inclined at 30 ° to the model surface and were
8.33 diameters apart.
The model instrumentation consisted of pitot
probes, static pressure gages and heat flux
gages. At the leading edge there was a two
probe pitot rake and at the trailing edge there
was a seven probe rake. A total of 12 Kulite
surface pressure transducers were used, as shown
in Fig. 2. In addition there were two hydrogen
injector plenum pressure transducers, and two
hydrogen flow venturi pressure transducers.
The heat transfer gages included 10 Type E
coaxial thermocouples, 2 thin skin slug
calorimeters and two platinum thin film gages.
The gages were arranged mainly in three
streamwise rows with a 3.81 cm streamwise
separation. The center row of transducers and
the trailing edge pitot probe were in line with
an injector port and the outboard rows were
midway between ports.
Data Acquisition
The data-acquisition system (DAS) included 68
channels of 1-MHz digitizers (LeCroy 8210)
with 16 kbytes memory per channel, and 20
channels of digitizers (LeCroy 6810) with up to
5-MHz sampling rate and 512 kbytes of memory
per channel. The system was controlled by a
stand-alone Macintosh IIfx computer.
Amplifiers with gains of 10 and 100 and
frequency responses of 70 kHz were used.
Flow Visualization
A versatile laser holographic interferometer
(see Fig. 3) was used for flow visualization in
the spanwise direction. The technique used was
a dual-plate, double-pass system. The dual-
plate technique provides system insensitivity
to optical nonuniformities and provides
flexibility in reconstruction. The double-pass
technique provides increased sensitivity at
lower pressures. The light source was an
injection-seeded, frequency-doubled, Nd:YAG
laser producing pulses at 10 Hz, 532-nm
wavelength, 200-m] pulse energy, and 6-nsec
pulse width. The beam distribution optics were
located directly adjacent to the optical access
port at the test section, while the laser light
source was remotely located and directed to the
test section by a series of mirrors.
TRANSVERSE I"N-yECTION
Transverse injection of hydrogen through
discrete holes for application in scramjet
combustors has been investigated by several
authors, mostly in low enthalpy continuous
flow facilities 8"12. Due to the long run time in
these types of facilities, in-stream
measurements such as gas sampling, pitot
surveys and static pressure surveys were
possible. These results have been used for
extensive calibration of CFD codes. Since data
at high enthalpy conditions is very sparse and
in-stream data such as species concentrations is
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very difficult to obtain, it would be desirable if
the cold flow mixing results could be extended
to high enthalpy conditions. In one of the low
enthalpy transverse injection experiments,
McClinton 10 investigated an array of five
injectors inclined at angles from 30 ° to 90 ° and
found the best mixing and penetration for
lowest injection angles. The lower angles were
also found to produce less total pressure loss.
Another significant advantage of injection at
low angles for scramjet applications is that the
downstream axial momentum of the jets can
produce a sizable fraction of the net engine
thrust. Thus, injection at 30 ° was chosen for
this investigation.
TEST CONDITIONS & MATRIX
Tests were performed at the test conditions
shown in Table 1. The shock tube conditions
were calculated using standard equilibrium
shock tube relations. The calculation used the
measured shock speed and driven tube initial
conditions to compute the conditions behind the
reflected shock, and then performed an
isentropic expansion from the calculated
pressure to the measured pressure to account for
the non-tailored interface. The enthalpy of 9.5
MJ/kg is roughly equivalent to the total
enthalpy at a flight Mach number of 14. The
nozzle exit conditions were calculated using a
quasi-l-dimensional nonequilibrium code. 13
The nozzle exit Math number was
approximately 5.8 for these conditions and the
flow behind the shock wave had a Mach
number of 4.4. The static pressure on the surface
was 0.25 atm and the temperature after
compression was about 1800 K. The boundary
layer thickness was estimated to be on the
order of 1 mm. Though the pressure is lower
than typical, the velocity, temperature and
Mach number are close to the combustor inlet
conditions of a scramjet engine at Mach 14.
Three types of tests were run: runs with air flow
and no injection (tare); runs with H2 injection
into N2 flow (mixing), and runs with H2
injection into air (combustion). An important
parameter regarding the penetration of
transverse jets is the momentum flux ratio of the
injectant to that of the free stream, i.e., ct
=(pV2I/pV2_), where V is the velocity, and p
is the density. The fuel will penetrate further
into the free stream for higher values of this
ratio. For these experiments, the dynamic
pressure of the hydrogen jets was
approximately equal to that of the shocked
flow parallel to the wedge (el = 1 condition) for
all injection runs except one, for which it was
twice as high (c[ = 2 condition). The fuel total
pressure for the nominal c] = 1 condition was 8.8
atm and the discharge coefficient of the
orifices was 0.78. Ten runs, including several
repeated runs, were made.
Code Description
The NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)
SPARK series of codes were used to perform the
computational analysis. The two-dimensional
elliptic, explicit, finite difference code was
originally developed by Drummond (Ref. 15).
This code was subsequently extended to three
dimensions by Carpenter (Ref. 16) and this has
been converted into a parabolized version by
Kamath (Ref. 17). The codes have been
extensively validated for a variety of flow
types. Specifically, the codes have been used
to model experiments involving hydrogen
injection into a supersonic stream (Refs. 18-20).
The codes have a choice of a second order
MacCormack, a fourth order cross MacCormack,
or a fourth order Gottlieb MacCormack
algorithm to solve the mass, momentum,
energy, and individual species mass
conservation equations. The cross MacCormack
algorithm was used exclusively in this
investigation. This algorithm achieves fourth-
order spatial accuracy at steady state
although it is only second-order accurate in
space and time during the transient
development. Additionally, fourth order
damping terms were used which are based on
pressure and temperature gradients. The
elliptic codes can be run in a time accurate or a
local time stepping mode which accelerates the
convergence to a steady state solution.
Unfortunately, at this time it is impractical to
solve a three-dimensional problem with a
"real time" approach. Also, the programs
include an internal grid generation capability
developed by Smith & Weigel CRef. 21) which
were used in this analysis.
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The SPARK codes employ a variety of
turbulence models. For the analysis contained
in this paper, the Baldwin-Lomax (Ref. 22)
algebraic model was used. This method has
been widely used due to its ease in application.
Algebraic methods simply model turbulence as
an increase in the transport coefficients. To
determine the turbulent portion of the
viscosity, or eddy viscosity, a length and
velocity scale must be determined. This model
bases the velocity scale on the vorticity
distribution and the length scale on the
distance from the wall. Although this model is
not appropriate for injection flowfields, it has
been calibrated to some degree for jet mixing
through the use of the turbulent Schmidt
number as reported by Riggins (Ref. 23).
Recently, studies have been performed
successfully using a turbulent Schmidt number
of 0.5 (Refs. 18-20) and this value has been
utilized in this study. Also, to prevent the jet
induced vorticity from creating unphysically
high turbulent viscosities the eddy viscosity
was limited to 1000 times the laminar
viscosity. Other models such as the k-e and
Reynolds stress have recently been developed
and are now in place in some versions of the
code. Studies are now underway to evaluate
these models for injection and combustion
flow fields.
The SPARK codes have a generalized
chemistry package wherein the source term can
be treated implicitly and the capability exists
to include any number of reactions The reacting
portion of this work was performed using the
seven-reaction-seven-species finite rate model
which is a subset of a model used by Drummond
(Ref. 15). The reaction rate constants for the
chemistry model are. given in Table 2. For all
the-calculations, SPARK carries the nitrogen as
an inert species and its value is determined by
subtracting the summation of the mass fractions
of all other species from one..
Computational Approach
The computational approach taken in this
work was typical of injection flowfields. It
consists of a sequence of axial blocks as
illustrated in Fig. 4. The purpose of the
blocking is to only use a level of code
complexity that is required in any given region
of the flow. The inflow conditions are as
specified in the figure. The free stream
velocity was broken into two components, one
parallel and one perpendicular to the wedge
surface to facilitate the modeling of the wedge.
For the first zone, the PNS code was run from
the leading edge of the test section to five
injector diameters upstream of the jet. Since the
geometry has no lateral variation upstream of
the injection point, this region was solved two-
dimensionally. The second zone was solved
using the three-dimensional elliptic code. The
injection conditions are listed on Fig. 4. All of
the elliptic cases were solved using local time
stepping to accelerate the convergence to a
steady state. As in many problems of this type,
the character of the reacting flowfield is no
better than quasi-steady so convergence
requirements for these cases are in reality
relatively unchanging mean values for wall
functions such as pressure and skin friction and
cross-sectional integrated parameters such as
fuel mixing efficiency and mass conservation.
The outflow plane from the elliptic solution
was then passed to the final zone at a plane
five injector diameters downstream of the
injection point. Finally, the 3-D PNS code was
run from this point to the end of the wedge
Grids and Boundary Conditions
For the upstream PNS solution, a grid of 5 x 80
was used. The domain height was set large
enough to completely capture the wedge
leading edge shock. These grids were generated
using the capability in SPARK and were
clustered along the wedge surface. The wedge
surface was treated as a no-slip boundary, with
a wail temperature of 300 K and non-catalytic
kinetics.
The grid for the injection region was of the
dimension (71 x 51 x 80). The jet orifice was
modeled as a rectangle using two hundred and
seventy three nodes with specified
temperature, pressure, and velocity. The
discharge coefficient was accounted for by a
slight change in incoming jet pressure. No slip
boundary conditions were again applied on the
wedge surface. This grid uses the outflow from
the PNS code as an inflow condition. In
addition, a supersonic boundary condition was
imposed on the outflow plane The lateral
domain extended from the jet centerline to
between centerlines with both lateral
boundaries modeled as symmetry planes. The
resulting lateral domain was 1.27 cm wide. The
grid used clustering at the wedge surface in a
vertical sense and at the injector in an axial
sense. The downstream grid utilizes the same
cross-section as the elliptic zone and continues
to the end of the wedge. This grid used the
plane from the elliptic solution as an inflow
condition and was clustered in a similar manner
to the other grids.
RESULTS
Facility Performance and Data Quality
One of the primary goals of the experiments
was to verify the the faciIity compatibility for
high speed propulsion testing. The key issues
in this regard are flow quality, flow
contamination, test time and repeatability.
Typical data traces are shown in Fig. 5 in this
regard. Fig. 5a is a trace of the nozzle reservoir
pressure. The trace shows that the pressure is
roughly constant for a period of 18 ms after
which the pressure drops due to the arrival of
the reflection of the expansion fan from the far
end of the driver tube. However, it is well
known that mixing of the driver gas and the
driven gas at the contact surface reduces the
period of uncontaminated test time. Previous
results have estimated this period to be from 3-
5 ms for these conditions in this facility. Fig. 5b
shows a typical facility nozzle static pressure
trace located at an area ratio (A/A*) of 45
showing a region of steady pressure followed by
a slight drop off. This drop off in static
pressure tends to correlate with the arrival of
the driver gas due to the fact that the driver
gas has a much higher value of the ratio of
specific heats. Fig. 5c is a plot of the static
pressure on the model surface which also shows
a steady period of around 5 ms. The pitot
pressure trace in Fig. 5d, taken at the model
trailing edge, also shows a reasonably constant
period of 5 ms. At most transducer locations,
variations of static and pitot pressures and
heat flux between the repeat runs ranged from
2% to 7%.
Reference 14 summarizes certain rules of thumb
regarding flow establishment time for pulse
facility testing. The important parameter is
the ratio of the slug length, which is the
expanded extent of the slug of uncontaminated
gas in the test time t, to the characteristic
length of the model L. The criteria are tu/L >2
for attached turbulent flow, and tu/L > 3 for
attached laminar flow, where u is the flow
velocity. For the conditions here, the slug
length based on a test time of 3 ms (which
represents a conservative estimate of the test
time ) is about 12 m. Based on this criteria, the
facility should be able to test large scale
combustors on the order of several meters long.
For this experiment, with a model length scale
of -0.5 m, this criteria is easily met and the
flow can be said to be fully established in the
duration of the uncontaminated test time.
Flow Visualization
The holographic interferograms were
reconstructed as shadowgraphs and finite
fringe interferograms. Examples of finite fringe
interferograms are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for the
cases of tests with and without injection of
hydrogen into air. Fig. 6 shows that the shock
from the leading edge of the model falls
between the fifth and sixth pitot heads, which
is what was expected from the free stream
conditions and the turning angle of 11 ° . The
fringes are curved in the shock layer most
likely due to the three dimensional nature of
the flow field around the model.
Fig. 7 shows the wedge shock, the boundary
layer, the hydrogen plume and the shock
system attached to the plume for the case of
hydrogen injection into air with ci=l. The
plume shocks begin to merge with the wedge
shock upstream of the model trailing edge and
force the wedge shock somewhat upwards for
cases with hydrogen injection. Fig. 8 is a
comparison of a shadowgraph reconstruction
corresponding to the same run as in Fig. 7, with
a plot of the path averaged density contours
from the computation. The fuel penetration
height in the computation is defined as the .005
H2 mass fraction contour, while the fueI mixing
layer shown in the shadowgraph corresponds to
a region of high density gradients. The
comparison shows that the shock structure in
the computation agrees with the experiment,
however it appears as if the fuel penetrates
further in the computation than the
experiment. However, this may not be a valid
comparison since the low concentrations
associatedwith the0.005H 2 mass contour may
not be discernable in the shadowgraph. For the
case of injection with matched dynamic
pressure, the distance to the edge of the mixing
layer in the shadowgraph at the pitot rake, h,
was seen to be about 1.3 cm, which corresponds
to h/d = 4.3, where d is the jet diameter. The
penetration of hydrogen plume was seen to be
substantially greater for the higher injector
dynamic pressure condition (el=2), as expected.
The edge of the mixing layer at the pitot rake
was seen to extend past the third probe,
approximately 2.2 cm from the surface which
corresponds to h/d=7.2. The strength of the
injector bow shock was also greater than for the
case with _ =1.
Pitot Pressure
Figure 9 shows the trailing edge pitot pressure
profiles for the tare (no injection), mixing and
combustion runs at ct=1 and combustion
conditions at c1=2. There were seven pitot
heads, numbered outwards from the wedge
surface. The sixth head was inoperative for
the duration of the tests. All pressure data was
averaged over 4 ms, starting shortly after
arrival of the starting shock. The tare run
shows the wedge shock located outside of the
fifth probe head, in agreement with the flow
visualization. The impact pressure remains
high all the way down to the first probe head.
For the mixing and combustion runs, the low
dynamic pressure region of the hydrogen plume
is apparent adjacent to the wedge surface. It
covers the lowest two probe heads for c1=1 and
the lowest 3 heads for the ci=2 condition. The
plume pitot pressure appears to be about 10%
lower for the c[=1 combustion run than fo.r the
mixing run. This can be explained by the
higher total pressure loss associated with
combustion.
For all runs with injection, the impact pressure
outside the H2 plume and inside the wedge
shock is greater than the corresponding values
from the tare run. This is most likely due to the
additional compression of the free stream by
the plume shock system, which is of course not
present in the tare run.
Heat Flux Measurements
Three types of heat flux gages were installed on
the model for comparison and evaluation
purposes. Platinum thin film gages are
commonly used in pulse facilities, however
previous experience in the facility nozzle
indicated that these gages might not survive
the 18 ms period of high impact pressure,
which is longer than other typical pulse
facilities. This proved to be true for this
application also. After the second shot, the
platinum thin film gages had been destroyed,
showing infinite resistance. For each run,
typically less than 2 of the coaxial gages would
show anomalous behavior. They would give
good data at the start of the run and then open
up to infinite resistance. However, these gages
could be restored to service by abrading them
with an abrasive eraser and burnishing them
with a rounded steel rod. At the end of the test
series, all coaxial gages were still operational.
One slug calorimeter failed during the ninth
test run; the other remained operational
throughout the test series. Based on this
performance, the coaxial gages were a more
robust choice for heat flux measurements.
The two slug calorimeters showed agreement
with the coaxial thermocouple data to within
a few percent, however the slug calorimeters
have a much slower response time (-.5 ms) than
the coaxial thermocouples, hence only the
thermocouple data were presented in Figure 10.
Since coaxial thermocouples gages measure
surface temperature, the data was reduced to
heat flux by the standard equations foi"
transient heat flux to a semi-infinite slab. An
automated data reduction scheme was
incorporated into the data acquisition system
to reduce the raw data to heat flux.
Figure 10 shows the heat flux for the tare (no
injection), mixing and combustion conditions at
_=1. The Reynolds number based on the
distance to the injectors for the flow compressed
by the shock was - 0.5 "10 6, which is consistent
with that of a laminar boundary layer. The
heat flux in this region agrees very well with
laminar predictions. For the tare run, along the
centerline (Fig 10a), the heat flux rises greatly
downstream of the injectors, indicating tripping
of the boundary layer by the injector holes.
(Withouttripping, the boundary layer should
remain laminar all along a model of this size.)
Midway between the injectors (Fig 10b), the
heat flux continues to drop downstream of the
injectors until x = 32 cm, where it begins to rise
somewhat. It is likely that this far
downstream, the effect of the tripping of the
boundary layer has spread in the spanwise
direction sufficiently to effect the outboard
gages. With injection, just downstream of the
injectors (x = 23.5 cm) high heat flux levels are
seen along the centerline, but not midway
between the injectors. It is therefore likely
that the plume shock does not reach the latter
gage. Farther downstream (x = 26.5-35 cm),
midway between injectors, large increases in
heat flux occur upon injection. It is assumed
that these areas must be in the compressed and
heated flow aft of the plume shock system.
Between x=29 cm and x=35 cm along the
centerline, strong hydrogen film cooling is seen
along the centerline, but not midway between
the injectors.
Surface Static Pressure
Figure 11 shows the surface static pressure
profiles for tare (no injection), mixing and
combustion runs at ct=1 and combustion runs at
=2. Fig. 11a is for the centerline transducers, in
line with an injector, while Fig. 11b is for the
two outboard rows of transducers, each midway
between injectors.
For the run with no injection, (circle symbols),
all surface pressures were within a range of
10%. Upstream of the injectors, the pressures
for all runs were constant within 9%, showing
no effect of the hydrogen plumes or the plume
shock system. For the mixing and combustion
runs at q = 1, substantial pressure rises were seen
at the transducers 1.4 and 4.3 cm downstream of
the injectors, showing the effect of the plume
shock system. For these cases, the pressures at
the transducers 10 and 12.9 cm downstream of
the injectors had relaxed to the tare values.
Also plotted in Fig. 11 are the CFD results for
the combustion case. On the centerline, the
calculated static pressure agrees with the
experiment reasonably well. However,
midway between the injectors the calculated
values are slightly higher than those from the
experiment. For the combustion run at _1=2, the
pressure rises 1.4 and 4.3 cm downstream of the
injectors were roughly twice those for [t=1, and a
noticeable pressure rise persisted to the center
transducer 12.9 cm downstream of the injectors.
From the wedge surface pressures alone, the
difference between the mixing and combustion
runs at _t=1 was quite small. Figure 12 shows a
computation of the wall centerline static
pressure for a mixing and a combustion case.
The results show that for these conditions, the
difference in pressure rise due to combustion is
relatively small. This is due to the unconfined
nature of the flow and the fact that the
pressure upstream of the injector is low. Future
tests in the facility will be operated at higher
stagnation pressures, which will increase the
pressure rise due to combustion.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
The results of the first propulsion related entry
in the Ames 16 Inch Shock Tunnel were
presented. Issues with regard to flow quality,
flow contamination, test time and
repeatability demonstrated the facility
capability for high speed propulsion testing.
Limited data on 30 ° flush wall hydrogen fuel
injectors was obtained and the results were
compared with a 3-dimensional Navier Stokes
code.
Future plans are to extend the operational
pressure in the driver tube up to 680 Atm which
will greatly enhance the facility simulation
capability. Combustor inlet static pressure
above 0.5 atm at conditions representing flight
at Mach 12-16 will be obtained with this
improvement. A new test cabin has been built
which will be used to support testing of large
scale models for NASP flowpath and NASA
hypersonics research.
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Table 1. Test Conditions
Stagnation Pressure
Stagnation Enthalpy
Free Stream Velocity
Free Stream Static Pressure
Free Stream Temperature
Free Stream Mach Number
Fuel Total Pressure (_1=1)
Fuel Total Temperature
Fuel Mach Number
240 Arm
9.5 MJ/kg
3919 m/s
.065 Atm
1207 K
5.8
8.8 Atrn
300 K
1
Table 2. Seven-Reaction Model Arrhenius Rate Coefficients
No. Reaction A
1
2.-
3
4
5
6
7
H2 + 02 <=> OH + OH
H + 02 <=> OH + O
OH + H2 <=> H20 + H
O + H2 <=> OH + H
OH + OH <=> H20 + O
H + OH <=> H20 + M
H+H<=>H2+M
0.17E+14
0.142E+15
0.316E+08
0.207E+15
0.55E+14
0.221E+23
0.653E+18
N
0.0
0.0
1.8
0.0
0.0
-2.0
-1.0
E, kcal/g-mole
48.15
16.4
3.03
13.75
7.0
0.0
0.0
t 21 m L 26m
t ,
I 0.43 m I 0,30 m
Driver tube
s.g m
.ggm
Driven tube Nozzle
Not to Scale
Test section
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ABSTRACT
How characteristics of the 16-Inch Shock
Tunnel at NASA Ames Research Center have
been determined for purposes of providing
hypersonic propulsion simulation capability.
The key tunnel operating parameters are the
incident shock speed and reservoir pressure and
enthalpy. How characteristics of concern are the
nozzle exit pressure, temperature, Mach number,
Reynolds number, chemical composition, and flow
uniformity. Surface mounted gages (for pressure
and heat transfer) and nonintrusive optical flow
diagnostics (emission and absorption spectroscopy
and holographic interferometry) are used to
verify tunnel conditions. Experimental
measurements are used to validate computational
analysis for predicting facility performance, and
CFD is used to interpret the free stream optical
diagnostic measurements.
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This paper is declared a work of the U. S.
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INTRODUCTION
The 16-Inch Shock Tunnel at the NASA
Ames Research Center has recently been
identified as a viable facility for performing
hypersonic propulsion research. It was designed
and constructed in the early I960's as part of a
counter flow free-flight facility for purposes of
simulating flight conditions for study of reentry
aerothermodynamics. The facility was
reactivated and upgraded under the National
Aerospace Plane Technology Maturation Program
to provide a test bed for large scale X-30
flowpath testing at Mach numbers in excess of 12.
This requires high dynamic pressure, high
enthalpy flow corresponding directly to an
airbreathing ascent vehicle trajectory. All Mach
number simulation capabilities presently
developed in the 16-Inch Shock Tunnel are with
specific regard to an airbreathing ascent vehicle
with a constant dynamic pressure of 1,000 psf.
The operational characteristics of the
shock tunnel are primarily determined by wall
surface measurements of pressure and heat
transfer. In the shock tube portion of the facility,
the critical operational parameters are the
incident shock speed, reservoir pressure, and
enthalpy. These parameters are either measured
directly by surface gages or computed using shock
tube codes. Accurate determination is essential to
ascertain flow characteristics, since reservoir
parameters serve as the initial conditions for
computations. At the nozzle exit, flow
characteristics of concern are pressure,
temperature, Mach number, chemical
composition, and flow uniformity. Wall surface
mounted gages for pressure and heat transfer and
optical diagnostics (emission and absorption
spectroscopy and interferometry) are used to
verify these tunnel operation conditions.
Experimental measurements are used to validate
computational codes for predicting facility
performance. Conversely, instrumentation is not
readily available for measuring all flow
parameter profiles, so computational fluid
dynamics must be used to compute the free stream
properties. Similarly, CFD is used to interpret
the-optical diagnostic measurements and
calibrate some in situ probes.
This paper will document the current
capability of the 16-Inch Shock Tunnel by:
confirming surface and flow field measurements
with CFD computations; extending the
understanding of the physics of facility
operations by using computational models which
allow the determination of system parameters
not presently measurable; and performing data
interpretation of flow field optical diagnostic
results. Formal calibration of the shock tunnel
flow properties with due regard to data precision
and accuracy resulting from a thorough error
analysis has not yet been completed.
HYPERSONIC PROPULSION SIMULATION
REQUIREMENTS AND C.A.PABILITY
The use of continuous flow facilities for
high speed propulsion testing is currently limited
to flight Mach numbers of 12 or less. Simulation
at higher Mach numbers requires the use of a
pulse facility 1,2, since it is only in these
facilities that the high pressures, high
enthalpies and relatively uncontaminated flow
can be produced. A major concern in using pulse
facilities for propulsion testing is the validity of
the combustion data recorded during the
relatively short test time. The test time in such
facilities is on the order of milliseconds.
Facilities of this type currently available are
reflected shock tunnels and expansion tubes. At
the higher Mach numbers, expansion tubes 3,4
may have an advantage over reflected shock
tunnels in that that they may not stagnate the
test gas, thus avoiding the production of a
dissociated test flow. However, shock tunnels
tend to produce longer run times, and currently
operate at higher pressures. There are several
types of shock tunnels, differing mainly in the
method of operation of the driver tube. These
types are the resistance heated driver "B, the
combustion heated driver 6"8, and the free piston
driver 9.
Proper flight simulation requires that
the facility provide a combustor inlet flow with
the suitable pressure, temperature, Mach number,
Reynolds number, and test gas composition. Also
of concern is that the test time be long enough for
flow to become fully established 10, which is on
the order of the time required for several model
lengths of test gas to pass through the combustor.
Due to its method of operation and unparalleled
large scale, the Ames 16 Inch Shock Tunnel has a
unique capability for providing proper inlet
conditions for high enthalpy (Mach 12-16)
combustor testing using large scale test components
combined with relatively long run time.
FACILITY OVERVIEW AND OPERATIONAL
PROCEDURE
A schematic of the 16-Inch Shock Tunnel
is shown in Fig, 1. Details of the driver tube
configuration and operation can be found in Ref. 8.
The driver section consists of a tube 70 ft (21 m)
long with an inside diameter of 17 in (43 cm). The
driven section is 85 ft (26 m) long with an inside
diameter of 12 in (30 cm). The shock tunnel
received its name for the 16-inch naval cannons
used to construct its driver section. The shock
tunnel is rated at 10,000 psia maximum driver
pressure. The primary diaphragm is a flat, 304
stainless steel plate, pre-scored to a depth of
approximately 15% of its thickness. The
diaphragm thickness is 1/16 in per 1,000 psia of
driver pressure. The facility operates as a
reflected shock tunnel with a thin sheet of Mylar
separating the driven tube from the nozzle and
test section. The driver tube is instrumented with
pressure transducers at three axial locations
evenly distributed along the length of the tube.
The driven tube is instrumented with pressure
transducers and shock detectors at five axial
locations.
The contoured Math 7 facility nozzle is 19
ft (5.8 m) long and has an exit diameter of 39 in
2
(0.99 m). Interchangeable throat sections are used
to vary the nozzle area ratio. Recent results have
been obtained for area ratios of 190, and a
minimum of 95 is attainable without sacrificing
test time or ideal shock tube end wall behavior.
The nozzle contains ports at six axial locations for
surface mounted instrumentation and optical
access. The test cabin is a 72 in long by 54 in
square cross section box located immediately
downstream of the nozzle exit. It is designed
with large doors on four sides providing easy
personnel and optical access to test articles.
Nozzle exit conditions are measured in this test
cabin using a 35 probe pitot rake. Probes are
located at one inch intervals and provide
measurement of impact and static pressure and
staghation point heat flux.
Operating conditions are achieved by
combustion heating helium with a nearly
stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen and oxygen.
The gases are loaded into the driver tube through
a 2 in inside diameter manifold which rests along
the bottom of, and spans the entire length of, the
driver tube. The manifold has small (0.020 in
diameter) orifices evenly spaced along its length
and is designed to promote uniform gas mixing.
The loading procedure introduces the hydrogen
first followed by the premixed combination of
helium and oxygen. This combustible charge is
ignited by four tungsten wires strung down the
center of the driver and heated to approximately
2,000 K by the discharge from a high voltage
capacitor bank (C=150 _F and V=14 KV).
Combustion is complete approximately 25 ms
after ignition, and the flat, prescored diaphragm
breaks at the predetermined pressure.
The shock speed, which determines the
reservoir enthalpy and hence the flight
equivalent Mach number, is varied by adjusting
the ratio of the driver tube post-combustion
pressure to the driven tube pre-test fill pressure.
Thus, for the Mach 12, 14, and 16 conditions, the
driver tube initial parameters remain identical.
Driver tube operation has been recently
demonstrated at pressures of 8,000 psia; however,
efforts are being made to increase the operational
pressure to the maximum rating of 10,000 psia.
RESERVOIR CONDITIONS
Reservoir conditions are those behind the
reflected shock at the end of the driven tube.
These conditions can be computed using standard
shock tube relations. Variables in these relations
are incident shock speed, initial fill pressure,
measured reservoir pressure, and test gas
composition. Equilibrium calculations are used to
determine the conditions across the incident and
reflected shocks. For a range of shock speeds, the
shock tube can be operated in either the tailored
interface mode or the non-tailored interface
mode. For tailored interface operation, the
reflected shock passes through the contact
discontinuity without reflection. The reservoir
conditions are those behind this single reflected
shock. This is seen in reservoir pressure traces as
a rapid rise to a constant pressure plateau. For
non-tailored operation, shock or expansion waves
successively reflect off the contact discontinuity
and driven tube end wall causing a variation in
the reservoir properties. These waves will decay
quickly, usually after one or two reflections. This
condition is marked by a more gradual settling to
the constant pressure plateau. This method of
operation, also referred to as the equilibrium
interface 11 method, defines the beginning of the
test time as that time after which reservoir
properties cease to change significantly. For the
equilibrium interface method of operation, if the
calculated pressure behind the reflected shock is
not equal to the measured pressure, an isentropic
expansion to the measured pressure is performed
to establish the equilibrium reservoir conditions.
The test time is complete when the contact
discontinuity reaches the reservoir and driver
gases begin to enter the nozzle. Determination of
this time period will be discussed in greater
detail later in the paper.
A graphical representation of this
equilibrium interface generation process is shown
in Fig. 2a (Ref. 21). The computed density
contours are plotted on an X-T diagram along the
full length of the shock tube. The computation
begins with a simulation of the pressure
distribution in the driver tube prior to diaphragm
rupture and includes time dependent behavior,
geometry variations, an approximation of viscous
losses, and full chemical kinetics. The test gas
region i4 shown at the far right of the diagram
and in the expanded region of the plot. Evident is
the incident shock generated upon primary
diaphragm rupture and the several successive
shock reflections establishing the pressure rise
and the equilibrium interface condition. Figure 2b
shows a comparison of experimental and
computational driver gas pressure. The
3
rcomputation which includes a sinusoidal pressure
gradient in the driver tube agrees well with the
measured pressure. Examining the resuIts of this
same computation for pressure at the driven tube
reservoir also shows reasonable agreement with
experiment (see Fig. 2c). This simulation
capability allows for detailed examination of
tunnel operating behaviors not previously
available. Future expansion of the shock tunnel
operational envelope will make use of these
computations to optimize performance.
Facility operation has been demonstrated
at shock speeds ranging from 2.6-3.5 km/s.
Figures 3 and 4 show that these conditions match
total enthalpies corresponding to Mach 12 to 16
for. the X-30 flight trajectory. Experimentally it
is found that, using nitrogen as the test gas,
tailored interface operation is approximately
achieved for a shock speed near 3 km/s (Mach 14
enthalpy). However, preliminary data indicates
that using air as the test gas, tailoring is not
achieved for shock speeds over our demonstrated
operating range. It is found that for these
conditions the equilibrium interface is
established about 2 ms after arrival of the
incident shock. Reservoir pressures are nearly
constant from this point until the arrival of the
expansion wave, approximately 17 ms after
incident shock arrival for present conditions.
NOZZLE EXIT CONDITIONS
The facility nozzle exit conditions were
computed using the nonequilibrium nozzle code
NENZF 12 This is a standard inviscid
nonequilibrium 1-D engineering code which has
been updated with NASP standard chemical
kirletic rate coefficients. Inputs to the code are
reservoir conditions and nozzle contour. An
effective nozzle area ratio of 170 is used in the
sample calculations instead of the actual area
ratio to account for viscous displacement effects.
This was determined from experimental
measurements of reservoir, pitot, and static
pressures. Based on recent experimental results
discussed below, the code appears to be
satisfactorily predicting nozzle exit conditions.
A recent experimental study of injection
and mixing in hypersonic flows 13 provided an
opportunity to measure free stream static
pressure. The tunnel operating conditions used in
this study are included in Table 1. For this test, a
flat plate was installed at an 11 degree angle of
attack to the flow and hydrogen was injected
from the surface at an angle of 30 degrees. The
model was inclined to the flow in order to
increase the static pressure. For the highest
tested driver operating pressure, 408 arm (6,000
psia), the resulting reservoir pressure was 347
atm (5,100 psia). At this reservoir pressure, it
was seen that the static pressure as measured on
the surface of the flat plate was just over 1/3 arm
(5 psia). The measured pressure agreed with the
pressure as predicted by N_-'NZF to within 5%.
More detailed computations using an
axisymetric viscous code with finite rate
chemistry and a quasi-one-dimensional code are
complete and have been reported in Ref. 14.
Comparisons of results from these two codes with
NENZF results are shown in Figs. 5a, b, and c.
Detailed computations predict gas temperatures
at nozzle exit to be almost 30% lower than those
computed using NENZF, while comparisons of
static pressure and axial velocity are good to
within about 6%. A lower O-atom recombination
rate chosen for use in the detailed computations
can account for the difference in temperature. The
axisymetric flow code predicts a pressure
gradient of about 6% across the inviscid core. A
static pressure profile to be measured later in the
program will provide a valuable validation for
these computations.
In order to achieve higher static
pressures recommended for future combustor
testing, the driver tube wiI1 be operated at
pressures of at least 544 atm (8,000 psia). Table 2
contains computed nozzle exit conditions for future
tests to be run at Mach 12, 14, and 16 equivalent
enthalpy at the 544 atm reservoir pressure
condition.
Another important nozzle exit parameter
is the extent of the inviscid core flow. A previous
calibration of the facility 6 measured the core
flow at a position well downstream of the nozzle
exit to be roughly 50% of the tunnel diameter.
Correlations for boundary layer development
indicate that for the new test cabin the core flow
should be 70% of the diameter at the nozzle exit.
Recent measurements with the instrumented pitot
rake in the test cabin show a core flow of
approximately 70% of the nozzle exit as
predicted from earlier measurements (see Fig. 6).
Uniformity of the inviscid core flow is also
important. The pitot pressure profile shows a
standard deviation in impact pressure of less
4
than 5%. As further evidence of uniformity, Fig.
7 shows a shadowgraph of flow over individual
pitot heads on the facility rake for a Mach 16,
6000 psia driver pressure test condition. The
shock structure on the pitot heads is clear, and
there is no evidence of shocks from the nozzle
disturbing the core flow. Plans for the calibration
of the facility with the new test cabin and rake
will be discussed in the conclusion.
Turbulence simulation requirements for
scramjet propulsion testing are not fully
understood as of the present, and modelling of
turbulent flows is not yet a mature technology. It
is clear, however, that a fully turbulent boundary
layer must be ingested by the combustor to
simulate X-30 conditions. The free stream unit
Reynolds number provided at nozzle exit for the
8,000 psia driver pressure condition is determined
to vary from 6x106/m to 2x106/m for the range of
Mach numbers from 12 to 16 (see Table 2). Using a
boundary layer transition criteria developed at
Calspan 20 and found to be valid in their shock
tunnel, the predicted transition point Reynolds
number is about 1.5x106. Given the large scale of
the 16-Inch Shock Tunnel, a long enough inlet can
be accommodated to provide ingestion of a fully
turbulent boundary into the combustor.
TEST TIME CONSIDERATIONS
Though reservoir pressure may be nearly
constant for a relatively long period, the
composition of the gas passing through the nozzle
is contaminated by driver gas much earlier. The
arrival of driver gas contamination is dependent
on several mechanisms including shock wave
boundary layer interactions, contact discontinuity
instability, and simple drainage of the test gas
through the nozzle. With the current throat size,
all of the test gas should drain from the reservoir
in about 12 ms if there were no mixing of the
driver and driven gases. This represents a 30%
reduction in test time based on reservoir pressure
alone. Mixing of the driver and driven gases at
the contact discontinuity reduces the
uncontaminated test flow even further. Several
measurements have been used to determine the
time of arrival of the helium (the primary
constituent of the driver gas) including nozzle
wall static pressure, heat transfer, free stream
static pressure, and spectroscopic methods such as
total radiation and laser absorption
measurements 15,16. Similar conclusions are
drawn from all of these measurements: initially
there is a period of 2-3 ms dedicated to nozzle
start up and decay of equilibrium interface
transients followed by a nearly constant property
flow period of 3-5 ms. As helium infiltrates the
test gas, the nozzle wall static pressure and heat
flux decreases (Fig. 8a and b). This is due to the
increase in value of the ratio of specific heats of
helium. Figure 8c shows the free stream static
pressure as measured by a special static pressure
probe adapter mounted on the pitot rake. This
indicates that the nozzle start-up process is
expanded in time as measured in the test section
far downstream of the nozzle. Since helium and
the other driver gas constituents are necessarily
colder than the shock heated driven gas, the
value of total radiation will also decrease as the
helium contamination increases (Fig. 8d). The
free stream OH temperature measured with a
scanning laser absorption system 16 is shown in
Fig. 8e. (These temperature measurements are
limited to at a few, low area ratio, nozzle
locations.) For a few selected tests, the driven
tube air was saturated with water. The shock
heating process formed OH which was detected
by the laser absorption diagnostic when
expanded in the nozzle. Since detectable OH
could only be present in the driven gas, the test
time was assumed to be complete when the OH
signal disappeared. The character and duration
of the nozzle start up transient is well captured in
the temperature measurements, and the constant
temperture region is consistent with the test time.
The unreduced OH absorption trace (not shown)
illustrates the decay in driven gas OH mole
fraction commensurate with the end of test time.
An axisymetric, nonequilibrium nozzle expansion
flow code 17 was used to compute the temperature
at the first nozzle port. Fig. 8e shows the
average measured temperature to agree with the
computed temperature to within 1 percent.
Nozzle wall static pressure is currently
used on each run as the primary measure of test
time. Recent results of these nozzle wall static
pressure measurements are shown in Fig. 9. An
initial transient period is indicated, followed by
a period of approximately constant pressure,
defined as the data averaging period. The
indicated drop in static pressure correlates with
the arrival of driver gas contamination confirmed
by other methods of measurement, and is here
used to indicate the end of the data averaging
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period. Following this decrease in static pressure
there is a period of nearly constant pressure,
which is interpreted as flow of entirely driver
gas. Therefore, three distinct test time periods
can be defined: 1) a period of about 17 ms over
which the reservoir pressure is nearly constant, 2)
a period of uncontaminated test gas flow which
includes the 2-3 ms for nozzle start up and the
time to reach equilibrium interface, and 3) an
averaging period of 3-5 ms in which the flow
properties are essentially constant.
Figure 10 plots test time as per definitions
2) and 3) for different flight Mach numbers, and
Fig. 11 plots test gas slug length. Slug length is
defined by the expression, tU/L, where t is the
fadlity test time, U is the flow velocity, and L is
the characteristic length of the test article.
These figures emphasize an important
characteristic of the 16-Inch Shock Tunnel,
namely its large temporal scale. When
performing propulsion testing in pulse facilities,
it is generally considered necessary that three
gas exchanges through the combustor take place
to assure flow establishment and hence proper
assessment of mixing and combustion effidency 10.
For facilities where test time is modest, the
combustor model must be of a small scale to
accommodate this criterion. For the Ames 16-
Inch Shock Tunnel, however, with its long test
times and commensurately long slug lengths (in
excess of 10 m), virtually full scale X-30 combustor
modules can be tested with confidence that the
flow establishment criteria is sufficiently
satisfied.
reduction in ignition delay caused by NO will not
significantly effect the mixing limited
combustion process controlling propulsion at Mach
number greater than 14. The dissociated oxygen
entering a combustor, however, will produce a
higher pressure rise due to combustion, since the
recombination of atomic oxygen creates a mixture
with an effective higher heating value. The
amount of free stream oxygen depends, in general,
on pressure, nozzle expansion rate, and nozzle
length. Higher pressure promotes more collisions
and hence higher recombination rates reducing O-
atom mole fraction. More rapid expansion in the
nozzle reduces collisions and allows higher mole
fractions of O-atoms prior to the chemical
freezing point. Longer nozzles produce less
dissociated oxygen due to the longer residence
time in the nozzle available for recombination
collisions. The scale of the 16-Inch Shock Tunnel
allows for a long nozzle (5.8 m) and a small area
ratio (typically 170 for results presented here and
as low as 95), resulting in relatively low mole
fractions of NO and dissociated oxygen. Assumed
is a constant reservoir pressure of 375 atm and
values of A/A* as shown specific to each Mach
number. A plot of the variation of both NO and
O-atom mole fraction versus Mach number and
reservoir temperature is shown in Fig. I2.
Although the NO mole fraction remains
virtually constant for the considered range of
Mach numbers at a level of about 5%, dissociated
oxygen varies by more than an order of
magnitude, from over 5% near Mach 16 to less
than 0.2% at Mach 12.
_CAL STATE OF TEST GAS
" As indicated in Tables 1 and 2, the
reservoir gas temperature is between 4,600 and
7,000 K. These high temperatures are
characteristic of all reflected shock tunnels, and
indicate a highly dissociated reservoir gas. The
nozzle expansion process is nonisentropic and the
test gas becomes chemically frozen 18. The result
is a test gas which contains NO and dissociated
oxygen. These species are known to affect
combustion due to their influence on the ignition
delay process and heat release 19. For current
operating conditions in Tables 1 and 2, the amount
of NO in the test gas is about 5%. This is,
however, not necessarily considered important in
the scramjet combustion environment, since the
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
The NASA Ames 16-Inch Shock Tunnel
has been successfully reactivated and its nozzle
exit flow parameters characterized for purposes
of hypersonic propulsion testing in the Mach
number range of 12 to 16. An extensive
experimental and computational effort have
served to verify its applicability for X-30
flowpath testing as defined by the NASP
program office. Nozzle exit static pressures are
sufficiently high to provide combustor inlet plane
pressures in excess of 0.5 arm (i.e. pressure
achieved after the flow is processed by a cowl
shock). The measured test time (3 to 5 ms) and
test gas slug length (more than 10 m) coupled
with its large nozzle diameter and core flow
fraction allow proper flow establishment in full
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wscale combustor modules. Free stream Reynolds
numbers and dissociated oxygen and NO mole
fractions have been identified. Computational
tools for shock tube analysis and nozzle exit flow
quality have been developed and are serving to
allow enhanced understanding of facility
operation.
An extensive calibration of the facility
with its new test cabin will soon be completed.
This calibration will include three different sets
of conditions: Mach 12, 14, and 16 flows using air
as test the gas. The primary purpose of this
calibration process is to provide a matrix of
documented conditions for X-30 combustor
flow'path testing. The predicted conditions are
give.n in Table 2. Throat sizes (hence, the nozzle
area ratio) will, in general, be different for each
condition.
The primary goal of this calibration
period will be to obtain experimental
measurements including impact pressure, static
pressure, and stagnation heat transfer at the
nozzle exit rake. These results will be correlated
with tunnel operating conditions computed using
the measured quantities of shock speed and
reservoir pressure to verify total enthalpy and,
therefore, flight equivalent Mach number.
Impact pressure measurements will be used to
determine the extent of the inviscid core flow and
the uniformity of the gas passing through the
combustor. The static pressure probe dam will be
used primarily for determining test gas mass flow
correlations, since this parameter is more
sensitive than impact pressure to changes in
reservoir conditions and in effective area ratio.
The static pressure is also a sensitive indicator of
test time. Included in this primary goal is the
requirement of validating the computational
fluid dynamics models that are being used to
predict nozzle exit flows. Validation of these
codes is essential to the future use of the facility
given that all free stream parameters of interest
cannot be measured experimentally. In fact, the
static pressure probes used on the pitot rake
require a computational calibration to provide for
their quantitative use. This computational
calibration effort is currently underway.
All of these data will be critical for
determining combustor inlet mass capture, a
parameter essential for proper use of this facility
as a propulsion test bed. The combustor planned
for the first entry in the shock tunnel will be
instrumented with inlet and cowl leading edge
pressure transducers to assess the free stream flow
parameters; however, CFD analysis will be
required to mate the measured tunnel operating
parameters with combustor inlet geometries and
provide a more precise value of combustor inlet
mass capture.
It is important to note that although the
present facility flow characterization and
calibration effort is directed toward propulsion
testing and research studies, the 16-Inch Shock
Tunnel is not restricted to this use. Its will be
valuable to experimental and computational
research involving real-gas blunt body
aerothermodynamics.. This includes flight
trajectories for spacecraft that will be studied as
part of the Mars mission program and NASA's
efforts to return to the lunar surface. Future plans
will include calibration of test conditions
required for these and other flight programs.
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[ Fli,_ht Mach Number [Mach 14 [Mach 16 ]
Reservoir Conditions
Pressure, Atm 245 347
" 916 12.2Enthalpy, M//k I
Tempera.rare, K 5750 685O
Nozzle Exit Conditions
Pressure, Arm 0.074 0.12
Temperature, K 1280 1720
Mach Number 5.7 5.6
Re/m, 10"6 1.5 1.7
L,
Model Surface Conditions
Pressure, Arm 0.27 0.35
Temperature, K 1865 2400
4.5 4.4Mach Number
Re/_ i0-6 3.0 3.4
Table 1. Hypersonic Mixing and Injection Test conditions.
[ Fli_ht Mach Number
Reservoir Conditions
[Mach 12 [Mach 14 ]Mach 16 ]
Pressure, Arm 517 490 463
6.6 9.2 12.2Entha_py, Milk F
Temperature, K
Exit Conditions
4650 5730 6930
Nozzle
Pressure, Arm 0'16 0.15 0.13
832 1235 1676Temperature, K
Density, k_/m*_3
Velocity, m/s
Math Number
Re/m, 10''6
01067
3345
5.9
6,0
0.042 0.027
3868 4366
5.7 5.6
3.4 2.1
Table 2. Conditions for 544 arm (8,000 psia) driver pressure operation.
" 21 m (70 ft.) 26 m (85 ft.) 5.8 m (19 ft.)
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Abstract
Current and future calculations of nonequilibrium
shock layers require the use of a very large number of
equations, due to a multiplicity of chemical species,
excited states, and internal energy modes. The com-
putational cost associated with the use of standard
implicit methods becomes prohibitive; it is, there-
fore, desirable to examine the potential of several
methods and determine if any can be projected to
be more efficient and accurate for large systems of
equations. In this paper we examine the performance
of several implicit schemes on some simple practical
examples of reacting flows. The Euler equations are
solved by three different implicit methods, and two
methods of coupling between the fluid dynamics and
the chemistry are studied. Several cases of stiffness
are considered, and both one and two-dimensional
examples are computed. We conclude on with some
remarks on the accuracy, stability and efficiency of
these various methods.
I. Introduction
The modern Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) tools are becoming increasingly useful in com-
puting complex flow conditions, which generally in-
clude non-equilibrium phenomena. There is a gen-
eral need for increasingly complex modeling of the
thermo-chemical properties of the gas, and for the
modeling of larger systems. For example, the model-
ing of shock layers around ablating bodies requires a
very large set of chemical species and chemical reac-
tions. Although some approximate formulations can
be used in the preliminary design phase of space ve-
hicles or experiments, the modeling of the complete
kinetics is desirable or even required when the non-
equilibrium effects become dominant: this happens
for example as the flow expands around the shoul-
der of a vehicle, or when the object is reduced in
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dress: NASA Ames Research Center, MS 230-2, Moffett Field,
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size for insertion into an experimental facility. The
situation can be further complicated due to the fact
that most flows realized in ground-based experimen-
tal facilities are themselves not in chemical or ther-
mal equilibrium. Another example concerns highly
ionized and radiating flows, which are likely to be
found at high re-entry velocities, or their equivalent.
It may be required, for these cases of plasma condi-
tions, to account for non-Boltzmann distribution of
the excited states. This problem may also require
us to model the plasma with a complete collisional-
radiative mode] of the plasma, and convect all the
excited states, forcing us to use a large number of
equivalent species. In addition, the internal relax-
ation processes will be locally stiff and difficult to
model. These upcoming challenges in CFD technol-
ogy will require the development of efficient meth-
ods for a very large number of species, and for pos-
sibly stiff couplings go complex internal processes.
Since we want a method that allows us to reach
the steady state with minimal computational effort,
it seems desirable to use an implicit method. On
the other hand, since we may need to couple the
hydrodynamics to several other physical processes
(collisional-radiative processes, radiation transport,
electro-magnetic couplings, etc..), we may favor the
use of the Operator-Splitting (OS) method. The lat-
ter must be contrasted with the Fully-Coupled (FC)
approach, which attempts to provide a more accu-
rate and more stable way to couple the different pro-
cesses. It is not clear a priori which method is more
accurate, stable, efficient, or practical; the use of one
method versus the other may depend on the type of
flows being computed, the type of computer archi-
tecture used, or even the personal preferences of the
modeler. During the course of the present work, we
will compare the FC and OS methods (for chemistry)
and therefore add fuel to the debate. Our search for
an efficient numerical method, extendable to large
systems, will also include the effect of required grid
accuracy on the solution, and its impact on the effi-
ciency of the numerical approaches used.
II. Numerical Methods
II-A: The N x N Block-Tridiagonal method
The Euler equations describe the convective pro-
cess, and are written (in 1D) as:
0
0t P-
pu
E
u l)up, = 0P + pu 2
uH
(1)
where E, H are respectively the total energy and to-
tal enthalpy, per unit volume. The internal energy
is Ei = _, p, fT dT'C_,(T'), and the gas mixture
follows the ideal equation of state:
1 2
P = NkT = (7-1)Ei = (7-1)(E- -_pu )
The individual species densities are denoted by ps,
and p = _s P,. This formulation is for a single fluid
(one mass-averaged velocity), in thermal equilibrium
(one temperature). This equation is discretized over
a finite size mesh to yield the form:
AQ_
At - Fi-½ - Fi+½ (2)
where
Q
Plpu
E
.V F= up,_ • S
P + pu 2
uH
The subscripts i, i =k ½ indicate that the variables
are evaluated at computational cells (center) i, and
cell interfaces i 4- ½. V and S are respectively the
cell volumes and surfaces. This finite-volume for-
mulation will be used throughout the paper. The
equation has been discretized in time as well, and
the expression AQ describes the difference between
the flow variable evaluated at two time levels, n and
n + 1. The expression on the RHS of equation (2)
must be further specified: the fluxes are a function of
Q, and can be evaluated at time level n + 0 through
the linearization approximation:
F(n+0) ._ _(_)
i+½ - -i+½ +0A(Q)(AQ)i+½ (3)
where A = _ is the Jacobian matrix. The explicit
Euler system of equations is obtained for/9 = 0, the
implicit system for 0 = 1, while second-order time
accuracy is obtained for 0 = 1/2. Second-order spa-
tial accuracy is achieved by evaluating the fluxes at
the cell interfaces i + ½:
Fi+½ = I(F/+ Fi:t:l)
A final modification to the fluxes is made to assure
monotonicity. The Euler system is an hyperbolic sys-
tem, and has a set of real eigenvalues (characteristic
speeds). The Jacobian can then be written in the
_rm:
A = T -1 .A. T (4)
where the matrix of eigenvalues
U "'.
A= u
u+c
is diagonal and real only, T, T -1 are transfer matri-
ces between the space of primitive variables Q and
'characteristic' variables, and c is the speed of sound.
The spectrum of eigenvalues can be split into and
positive and negative values, which indicate the di-
rection of flow of the characteristic variables at the
cell interface. The flux at an interface can now be
written as:
F("+°)"i+½_ FI+_+OA+(Q)AQi+OA-(Q)AQi+I (6)
where
A :t: =T -1-A +-T
and A* is the set of eigenvalues which are respec-
tively positive (negative), zero otherwise. Using
this formulation, the discretized version of the Eu-
ler equations becomes:
[--0AtA+_½]AQi-t
+[1 + 0AtA++_ - 0AtAL½]AQi
+to.,,.,, - -
(7)
The RHS of equation (7) can be modifed for mono-
tonicity, while conserving its second-order accuracy
in space. The technique used throughout this work
follows closely the TVD method of Harten [1].
Greater stability is generally obtained if the implicit
LHS of equation (7) has its spatial accuracy reduced
to first order. This consists in evaluating the Jaco-
bian matrices at the cell centers, according to the
acharacteristic flow direction. The final version of the
system is obtained for the fully implicit case (0 = 1):
[-A+_iAt]AQi-1
+[I + A_At - A_" At]Aqi
+[A_-+IAt]AQi+I = RHS(")
(s)
This is a tridiagonal system of N x N block ma-
trices, where N = N, + D + 1, N, is the number
of species, D is the spatial dimensionality. Solv-
ing this system can be done by the standard tech-
nique of gaussian elimination and back substitution,
with LU decomposition of the block matrices (see
for example [2]). This requires that the matrices
that compose the diagonal band be inverted twice
for each grid point. It turns out that the cor-
responding algorithm has a number of operations
that scales as N 3. This technique is called the
N x N Block-Tridiagonal solver, and will be used in
this paper.
A similar approach can be used for 2-dimensional
flow, leading to a pentadiagonal system of N x N
bock matrices. Another approach, which consumes
less memory and has a lower number of operations,
uses the technique of dimensional splitting [3]: we
effectively solve the tridiagonal system twice, once
for each directiont. This is the approach used here.
II-B: The Scalar Tridiagonal method
It is clear that as the number of species grows,
the N 3 dependence of the computational load will
rapidly make this technique impractical. It is de-
sirable then to search for a method that scales less
rapidly with the number of species. One such method
can be easily obtained by considerable simplification
of the matrix structure. Note that tile split Jacobians
are bounded respectively from below and above:
A + = T-1.A+.T < max{A}. 1 (9)
A- = T-1.A-.T > min{A}. 1 (10)
where we have used the (signed) maximum and min-
imum eigenvalue present in A. The Jacobian matri-
ces, thus replaced into equation (8) are proportional
to the unit matrix. There is only a scalar opera-
tion to perform, instead of a full block matrix in-
version. The number of operations now scales as N:
this scheme is called the Scalar-Tridiagonal solver,
and will be compared to the previous one.
tThis splitting is a form of Operator-Splltting.
There are several disadvantages to the scalar
technique: the first, loss of time accuracy, is not of
immediate relevance, since we are mostly concerned
with the achievement of steady-state. The second
is a loss of accuracy: this is specially of concern in
subsonic regions, where the spectrum of eigenvalues
is originally very different from the maximum (min-
imum) value. In supersonic or hypersonic regions,
this is not a problem, since u >> c, and h __ ul, i.e.
the spectrum is nearly scalar. We may expect there-
fore some loss of accuracy, or even stability, when
using the scalar method.
II-C: The N,-Split Tridiagonal method
We will also investigate another method, based on
the formulation of a multi-fluid system of equations.
Let us consider the following system of equations:
c9--_ u + -_z P" + p'u2 = 0 (11)
uHs
and similar systems for other species. In this for-
mulation, each species is attributed its own momen-
tum density and energy density. In the limit of very
strong coupling between the momentum and energy
densities of each fluid component, we can enforce
a unique velocity and unique temperature for this
multi-fluid description. If we were to solve each sub-
system by the block tridiagonal method, we would
require the inversion of a 3 x 3 (4 x 4 in 2 dimensions)
matrix. We repeat the method for each species, and
the overall cost now scales as /Vs. For a large num-
ber of species, we expect a cross-over between this
method and the N x N block method, by compar-
ing the costs; for example, 4aN, versus (N_ + 3) 3.
However, a further reduction in cost can be achieved
with the following approximation. Assuming that
all species have nearly equal molecular masses, and
that their individual specific heats are nearly equal,
we can replace the partial pressure:
p, = n,RT __ P' P
P
and use a constant average _' in the formulation of
the derivatives which compose the Jacobians. These
Jacobian matrices become then identical. This has
a rather drastic effect: the block matrix inversions
need to be performed once, instead of once for each
species. This lowers considerably the overall CPU
requirement. This formulation of the solver will be
called N_-Split Tridiagonal solver, and will compared
with the two previous ones.
II-D: Hydrodynamics-Chemistry Coupling
In the equations considered so far, the source
terms on the RHS are non existent; for a reacting
gas, there will be a source term Vlr which operates
on the species densities only. The total energy now
includes the energies of formation:
z : z, + + Z e°,2
$
and is not not affected by the chemical reactions:
the internal energy is obtained from the conserved
total energy, after subtracting the kinetic and for-
mation energies. The change in formation energy of
the mixture, due to chemical reactions, will thus be
converted into a change of temperature.
The chemical source term can be treated im-
plicitely as well: if f_ is the corresponding Jacobian
for the source term (fl = 0W), solving for the chem-0--q
istry alone would read as:
[1 + 12,At]Achq = VCI")At (12)
By solving separately for the convective and chemical
terms, one obtains two variations at the end of the
computational step: the global variation will then
be a direct sum of the the contribution from each
process.
AQ = Acv q + Ach Q (13)
This procedure is calledt the Explicit-Coupling
method (EC).
We see that in effect, we have split the com-
putation in two parts, for each physical process.
For that reason, this method is also called the
Operator-Splitting (OS) method (see for example
[3]). Another form of operator splitting consists in
using the change induced by one process as a starting
point for the other process: a temporary solution Q
is used, such that:
Q = Q(") + Acvq (14)
Q(n+,) = Q + A hQ
where now the change induced by chemistry isob-
tained by using the modified solutionQ in the ex-
pressionof the source term and Jacobian, W, _l in
eq. (12).This formulationof the Operator-Splitting
method isbased on fractionalsteps,and isbest de-
scribed in [4]. Since we willexamine both meth-
ods, we willreservethe term Explicit-Coupling(EC)
I"Also called the Loosely-Coup|ed approach.
for the method described in eq. (13), and the term
Operator-Splitting (OS) when using the method de-
scribed by eqs. (14) and (15).
Another approach is to solve for both the con-
vective and chemical processes simultaneously. The
chemical Jacobians can be brought into the LHS, and
equation (8) is modified to:
[-A+_IAt]AQi-,
+[1+ A+At - AT±t +   At]AQ (16)
+[A_-+I At]AOi+l = RHS('_)
where now the RHS includes the evaluation of the
chemical source terms at time level (n). This method
is called the Implicit, or Fully-Coupled (FC) ap-
proach. The fl matrix is dense, and the FC approach
described above is possible only when combined with
the N x N Block-Tridiagonal solver. Including it in
the N,-Split solver would require serious modifica-
tions, and has not been attempted here. Similarly,
by approximating the Jacobian fl by a scalar (using
again the maximum eigenvalue), one could use the
FC approach with the Scalar Tridiagonal solver. We
found that in many cases this approximation usually
leads to very poor results for the chemistry, and will
not be used here.
II-E: Chemistry Sub-Cycling
There are additional modifications one can make
when using the OS or EC approaches: since the fluid
dynamics and chemistry are computed separately for
a global time step At, one has considerable flexi-
bility in the methods used for each process. No-
tably, the accuracy of the chemistry can potentially
be improved by sub-iterating (more precisely sub-
cycling) the chemistry by using smaller time steps
St. This may be required to improve the accu-
racy, because the chemical reactions are non-linear
processes: linearization errors become important in
some highly non-equilibrium situations. The cou-
pling of the chemistry to the temperature can also be
estimated at each sub-step, by looking at the change
induced in the average formation energy of the mix-
ture. When the chemistry is sub-iterated (SI), the
global variation is obtained by using eq. (13), but
when the global change due to chemistry is obtained
as follows, using sub-iterations (m = 1,2, ...) of the
chemistry:
AchQ (re+l) = AehQ (m) ÷ [1 + f_St]-' _v'St (17)
Finally, the coupling of the chemistry to the con-
vection can also be computed at each sub-step. For
example,aftercomputingthevariationAcvQ using
one of the Tridiagonal solver listed above, one can lin-
earize it during the global time interval. The global
variation (for both processes) is then obtained as fol-
lows:
AQ (m+U - AQ (m) + [1 + f_6t] -I _tVSt (18)
+_tQ 6t
This formulation replaces equation (13). We will
reserve the term Sub-Iterated Coupling (SIC) to de-
scribe this particular form of the splitting method
between chemistry and convection.
II-F: Performance
The methods used can be classified, according
to the treatment of tile convective process and the
method of coupling with the chemistry: the designa-
tion of the methods which will be studied are listed
ill Table 1.
The relative performance of all schemes is demon-
strated in Figure 1. Figure 1-a (top) shows the CPU
spent (per iteration and per grid point) by an im-
plicit method, normalized by the same quantity for
the explicit method. Since the explicit method scales
almost exactly as the number of equations, both the
Scalar and the N,-Split method will show a nearly
flat behavior when plotted versus the number of
species. This is confrmed in Figure 1-a. Notice also
that the relative cost of the Scalar method is very
small, while the N x N Block method climbs very
rapidly: the latter is still quite expensive, even for a
small number of species. The leftmost data point at
N, = 5, for example, shows that the N x N Block
method is 10 times more expensive than tile explicit
method. Although this number is not an absolute,
and can be reduced after a strong effort in code writ-
ing (by 'hard-wiring' the operations, for example).
At best, this time may be reduced by a factor of two.
Still, the conclusion is inevitable: as the number of
species grows, the implicit scheme is efficient only if
it can be operated at large CFL numbers. Practically
speaking, stability limitations will limit the CFL to
the neighborhood of 4-5. These stability problems
arise from transient phenomena, dimensional split
errors and/or coupling errors with the chemistry or
other internal relaxation processes. Higher values of
CFL number can potentially be achieved when the
flow is very close to the steady state and when the
flow is non-stiff. Since we are mostly interested into
reaching the steady state (and having to go through
the transients) and into stiff problems, this is of lit-
tie interest to us. These limitations will be demon-
strated on some practical sample cases in the next
sections.
III. One-Dimensional Shock
As a first test case, we will model the propagation
of a 1-dimensional shock, from an impulsive start.
This case will mimic the establishement of a two-
dimensional shock layer around a blunt, body. We
use a grid of 200 cells, evenly spaced, with a per-
fectly reflecting wall on the right hand side. The
flow is incoming from the left at. high velocity, and
impinges on the wall. A shock is created at the re-
flection and propagates back upstream into the hy-
persolfiC flow. Although strictly speaking this flow
is unsteady, the profiles become steady in a frame
attached to the shock. The gas is air, composed of
5 species (N, O, N,_, 02, NO), the free stream Macb
number is 3I_ = 15, the free-stream temperature is
T¢¢ = 300°K. Three cases of free-stream pressure
will be considered, leading to three stiffness condi-
tions:
casel : P_ = 10-Satm
case2 : Pco = 10-4atm
case3 : P:_ = 10--_atm
The stiffness is defined as the ratio of the largest
time scale (here presumably the convective one) to
the smallest (chemistry). The convective time scale
is obtained from the choice of Courant (CFL) number
we choose to run the simulation at. The chemistry
time scale can be defined in two ways:
• an intrinsic time scale, obtained from the maxi-
mum rate of change of any chemical specie. For
example, the chemical time scale will be the time
required for a specie molar fraction to change by
more than 10%, provided it. is not. close to zero
initially.
a coupling time scale, defined as the time re-
quired for the chemistry to modify any flow vari-
able by (say) more than 5_. Since the chemistry
affects mostly the temperature, this is the vari-
able used in that case.
Tile second time scale provides a global limitation OIl
the time step to be used: if the chemical effects dra-
matically change the formation energy of the mixture
during the time step, and if this 6e ° is large com-
pared to the internal energy, the numerical solution
becomes rapidly unstable. This has a profound effect
on the choice of numerical methods to be used, for
example, in combustion. In the remainder of this
paper,wealwayslimit the globaltimestepsuch
that the estimatedrelativechangein temperature,
inducedbychemicalreactions,issmallerorequalto
5%.Weallowtheuseoflarge(CFL>1)globaltime
stepsprovidedthisconditionissatisfied.Letusem-
phasizethatthisrestrictionstill allowsustoconsider
stiffproblems,wherethestiffnessisdefinedbyusing
theintrinsicchemicaltimescale.Chemicalequilib-
rium canbe reachedrapidly,withoutsignificantly
modifyingthetemperature;theflowconditionsim-
plymustbesuchthat theequilibriumvaluesarenot
verydifferentfromtheinitial values,or thattheen-
ergiesof formationarerelativelysmallcomparedto
theinternalenergy.
Theresultspresentedin thissectionareobtained
usingthefollowingmethodst:
1 FC/Blocktridiagonal
2 OS/Blocktridiagonal
3 EC/Blocktridiagonal
4 EC/Scalartridiagonal
5 EC/Ns- Splittridiagonal
Thechemistryisalwayscomputedwith asingleit-
eration.
Let uslookfirst at case1,for P_ = 10 -5 atm.
The profiles of temperature are shown (left scale on
the plots) as well as the mole fractions of N and O
atoms (right scale on the plots). Figure 2 shows these
profiles for a calculation at CFL=2 and 4. Figure 2-a
shows only the results for the FC/Block, EC/Scalar
and EC/N,-Split methods: the remaining cases of
EC/Block and OS/Block would show profiles exactly
identical to the FC/Block method. The agreement
between the other methods is also quite good. This
is also true for the CFL=4 case (Figure 2-b, bottom),
although to a lesser extent: in this figure, the curves
for the EC/Block case are omitted, since they are
identical to the FC/Block results. It appears there-
fore for this case that the EC and OS methods are
as accurate as the FC method. The N,-Split method
shows slight errors in species concentrations near the
shock, in the region of highest concentration gradi-
ents, which worsen as the CFL number grows. The
Scalar method has an overshoot at CFL=2, and can-
not be operated at larger CFL numbers. All methods
fail for larger CFL values.
Figure 3 shows the same profiles (obtained when
the shock reaches the same position) for a slightly
tThe notation used has been mentioned in the previous
section, and is summarized in Table 1.
stiffer problem (case 2). Again, we had perfect
agreement between the OS/Block, EC/Block and
FC/Block methods, and the EC/Block profiles were
omitted for clarity. The overshoots in mole fraction
near the shock, for the N_-Split method, are worse
for this stiffer case. Again, the Scalar method works
reasonably well for CFL=2, but fails for larger val-
ues. These calculations were done using the standard
minrnod limiter in the convective fluxes, as described
by Harten [3], with an entropy fix e _ 0.1. When us-
ing a more compressive flux-limiter, such as the 'Su-
perbee' limiter, the calculation could proceed as well,
although with very slight oscillations. Reducing the
entropy parameter to e _ 0.01 would lead to more
severe oscillations. Therefore the rapid elimination
of the transients can be best achieved by ensuring
that sufficient numerical diffusion is present. The fi-
nal flow solution therefore would need to be further
sharpened, when the steady state is nearly achieved.
Figure 4 shows the stiffest case for CFL=2. All
methods failed for larger CFL values. It is remark-
able that the FC/Block method failed for this case,
while the EC/Block method gives the best results.
The OS/Block method (which uses the fractional
step approach) gives very similar results, and can be
considered as accurate. Surprisingly, the EC/Scalar
method is stable, although the species profiles show
an unphysical kink in the relaxation region. In order
to better determine which method is more accurate,
we computed the same case on a larger grid (2000
points) using the FC/Block method. By increasing
the grid density, we achieved a ten-fold reduction
of the stiffness of the problem. The FC/Block was
then run successfully, and gave a very short relax-
ation zone (see Figure 4b). We also attempted to
better reproduce this relaxation on the coarse (200
points) grid by either 1) sub-cycling the chemistry
or 2) reducing the time step. Figure 4b shows the
comparison, for example between the FC/Block re-
sults computed on the high-density grid, with the
EC/Scalar with 10 sub-iterations of the chemistry
and an explicit calculation (CFL=0.2). The two lat-
ter cases are not very different from the results of
Figure 4a, i.e., neither the sub-iterations nor the time
step reduction greatly improve the solution. It seems
that all methods tend to overestinaate the length of
the chemical relaxation zone in stiff cases, although
the final equilibrium result is accurate. We must
conclude also that the EC or OS methods are more
stable than the FC method in stiff cases: we also ob-
served this feature on other stiff cases. The mixing
of non-diagonal elements in the global Jacobians, be-
tween convective and chemical terms, may make the
matricesmoreproneto ill-conditionality,andreduce
thestability.
It seemsthereforethat onlyrelativelysmallval-
uesoftheCFL number can be effectively used for the
transients, and therefore only the Scalar method, so
far, is efficient. However, it is not accurate enough
when the chemistry is very stiff. It also appears that
the N,-Split method, in its current form, suffers from
unphysical numerical species diffusion in the region
of strong gradients, and for large time steps (this er-
ror is inexistent in the explicit regime). Since there
are other cases where implicit methods can have a
significant impact, we will look also at expanding
flows in the next section.
IV. One-Dimensional Nozzle
We will model a converging/diverging nozzle,
with 150 grid points in the axial direction: the calcu-
lations were performed using two-dimensional codes,
and the grid used 10 points in the radial direction.
Since we were interested only into axial profiles, this
was considered sufficient for our purposes. Notice
that now there will be an additional error due to
the dimensional split in the implicit methods. The
left boundary condition and initial state considered
a gas at a pressure of 4.205 arm and 1000°K. How-
ever, the gas composition was arbitrarily set to non
equilibrium values by increasing the amount of disso-
ciation: this had the effect of stiffening the chemistry
in the subsonic region of the nozzle. The calculations
were always started impulsively, and run at CFL< 1
(explicit) until the shock exits the nozzle, before the
implicit models were tried. We used this case to eval-
uate the effect of sub-iterations and sub-coupling in
the chemistry.
Figure 5 shows the comparison of residual his-
tory for the 4 implicit methods used, i.e. FC/Block,
EC/Block, EC/Scalar and EC/N_-Split, and with-
out any sub-iterations or sub-coupling. The resid-
ual of the subsonic zone (solid line) and supersonic
zone (dotted line) have been shown separately. A
first break point in the curves shows the end of the
explicit pre-calculation, used for elimination of the
shock from the nozzle. The implicit scheme is then
used, with a constant CFL=I.5, until a time of 5 mil-
liseconds. At that point, the calculation is pursued
further for the supersonic region only, the subsonic
region remaining frozen. The residual shown is for
the total energy, and is averaged over the entire vol-
ume of the region considered.
Figure 5-a shows the results for the FC/Block
method, Figure 5-b for the EC/Block method. Both
show good convergence properties, with a slight im-
provement for the EC/Block method. The N_-Split
method (Figure 5-c) has even better convergence
properties, but the Scalar method (Figure 5-d) shows
a non-vanishing residual for the subsonic region. All
methods converge rapidly in the supersonic region
when computed separately, indicating that most of
the problems (if any) are located in the subsonic re-
gion.
The solutions obtained at 5 milliseconds are plot-
ted in Figure 6, for the atomic oxygen mole fraction.
The solution for the scalar method is slightly in error
in the subsonic region, but quickly recovers during
the expansion and leads to the correct final value.
The N,-Split method has the opposite behavior, i.e.
has an error increasing with the distance along the
nozzle: it seems that the species convection suffers
from some unphysical diffusion of species, also no-
ticed in the results of the previous section: there
is a phase error between each species convection,
which is irreversible. By contrast, the Scalar method
correctly propagates the species, but does not ac-
curately couple the convection with the momentum
and energy equations. This may lead to fluctuations
in pressure or temperature, which quickly disappear
when the flow becomes near supersonic.
The use of sub-iterations in the chemistry did
not change the results for this case. Increasing the
stagnation pressure and the stiffness slowly lead to
noticeable effects. The most dramatic differences
between the cases of sub-iterated and non-iterated
chemistry were observed for very stiff systems, at
the limit of stability. In order to demonstrate the
effect of sub-iterations, or sub-cycling of the chem-
istry, we consider a high pressure (400 atmospheres)
case, with an initial temperature of 6000 °K, and
a highly non-equilibrium initial composition (non-
dissociated air). A constant time step of 5 × 10 -8
seconds was assumed. Figure 7 shows the results
of the chemistry integration (no fluid dynamics) for
both non-iterated and sub-iterated (20 cycles) cases.
It is clear that a single step of the chemical integra-
tion, with At = 5 × 10-s see, leads to very large
changes in species concentrations and temperature.
This will significantly affect the remainder of the his-
tory of the chemical integration. If the time step is
not too large, the correct equilibrium values may be
obtained in the final steady state: if the time step
is large enough, unphysical values (i.e. negative con-
centrations) may be obtained during the first step,
andthe correctsolutioncannotbe recovered.By
usinga smallertimestep(10-s see),bothmethods
giveessentiallythesamehistory,andthesamefi-
nalvalues,whichagreewith thevaluesobtainedin
Figure? for thesub-iteratedcase.It is clearthen
that in someseverecases,the sub-iterationof the
chemistrycanyieldahigherstabilityanda higher
accuracy:thesecasesmaybefoundfor examplein
high-pressureshocks,detonations,orstrongionizing
shocks,whenthegridusediscoarse.
Themethodof sub-couplingwasalsotestedon
someotherstiff cases. It was found that the stabil-
ity was slightly reduced when the sub-coupling was
incorporated. When the chemistry is sub-iterated
and sub-coupled, the convection of species during the
sub-step 5t is estimated and included in the varia-
tion. While this process accounts for the effect of
the convection on the chemistry, it fails to account
for the reverse process, and it fails to account for
the influence of other convective terms, specifically
the pressure waves. The coupling of the chemistry is
not 'in phase' with all the convective equations. In
subsonic regions and behind shock waves, the pres-
sure waves are a dominant process, and a signifi-
cant error is made. We therefore recommend that
no sub-coupling (SIC) be used if the chemistry is
sub-iterated.
V' Two-Dimensional Shock Layer
The final test will be done for a 2-dimensional,
axi-symmetric flow around a blunt body. This is a
typical flow configuration of interest. The flow is
modeled with a 144×80 grid, the free stream Mach
number is Moc = 25, the free stream tempera-
ture and pressure are Too = 241.75°K and P_ =
1.65 10 -4 atm; the free stream is air, modeled using
11 species N ,O ,N2,02,N O ,N + ,O +,N + ,0 + ,NO + ,e-
and a 15 reaction set from Dunn & Kang [5]. The
blunt body shape is taken from the Apollo space-
craft.
The calculations were proceeded with the
FC/Block method and the OS/Scalar method. Since
the chemical changes were quite important in the
shock layer, our restriction in time step due to the
temperature changes (relative change < 5%, see sec-
tion III) prevented us to compute the flow implicitely.
Any attempt to increase the time step, and therefore
to allow a larger change in temperature due to chem-
ical effects led very quickly to flow instabilities. The
comparison presented below is therefore between a
FC/Block implicit method run at small time steps,
and an Operator-Split method where the fluid dy-
namics are computed explicitely. The pressure be-
hind the shock is close to 0.5 atmospheres, with a
temperature between 8,000 and 12,000 °K, and the
chemistry is rather stiff, especially due to the reac-
tions involving electrons. Figure 8 shows the compar-
ison between the two methods along the stagnation
line, and the agreement is very satisfactory.
There is a lack of resolution of the shock front,
and we proceeded to improve the results by adapting
the grid in the neighborhood of the shock. Several
adaptions were performed, first on the temperature
gradients, then on the chemical gradients (N2). Af-
ter each adaption, the flow was computed further
until convergence. The adaption procedure used the
SAGE code [6] developed at Ames, and affected grid
points in a direction normal to the blunt surface only.
Figure 9 shows the comparison between the origi-
nal, non-adapted solution and the results from the
final adaption. Since the results from the FC/Block
and OS/Scalar methods were found to be agreement,
and since the latter method is considerably more ef-
ficient, only the OS/Scalar method was used for the
adapted cases. We see in Figure 9 that the peak
temperature has changed significantly (15 %), and
so has the shock location. Although the flow vari-
ables relax to the same values in the midst of the
shock layer, the unresolved relaxation zone may still
affect some important engineering variables, such as
the radiative heating at the wall. The radiative emis-
sion power behind the shock will depend strongly on
the temperature and species densities, both varying
rapidly in that region, and being very sensitive to
the grid resolution. Therefore, a radiation code was
used to compute the intensity along the line-of-sight
in the stagnation region, and the heat flux at the
wall: this computation was performed after the flow
steady state was obtained, i.e. the flow and radiation
were not coupled. After each adaption, the change
in radiative heat flux was computed and compared:
the results are shown in Table 2, for both the opti-
cally thin case and the optically thick case. In the
former case, the relative changes are quite large, and
the values converge slowly. In the thick case, the
absorption by the core of the shock layer tends to
damp the perturbations: for that case, we see that
the heat flux converges more rapidly towards a fi-
nal value. Since the relative change is small (-1.8%)
after the 3 r_t adaption, we considered that the res-
olution was now sufficient. The comparison in ra-
diative spectrum at the wall between the unadapted
and final solution is shown in Figure 10. Most of the
changes occur in the UV region.
It isimportanto remarkthatthecomputedradi-
ationdid not includethecontinuouspectrum,and
thereforethe variationsin radiativeheatingat the
wallmaybeunder-estimated.Additionally,theden-
sity is sufficientlylargein this examplethat equi-
libriumradiationcanbeassumed:thisconsiderably
reducesthe uncertaintyin the computationof the
radiativeflux. Forlowerdensityandhighervelocity
cases,onemustincludethermalnon-equilibriumef-
fects.Therelaxationzonebecomesthenevenmore
importantto resolveaccurately.
It appearsfromthisexamplethatin practiceit
will beverydifficultto computea flowusinganim-
plicit methodwith a largeCFL number, and that
hydrodynamics-chemistry coupling effects will some-
times limit the time step to CFL values below 1. Ad-
ditionally, we may be required in practice to trans-
form the grid, according to the solution obtained, in
order to reach the desired accuracy: these adaptions
need to be performed several times. It would seem
therefore that a more efficient approach would com-
bine the flow computation with the grid refinement.
Indeed, there is a technique that can potentially lead
to more efficient computations: using unstructured
grids, the computational cells can be subdivided at
will to give better accuracy in the regions that need
it. Similarly, the subdivided cells can be regrouped
in regions of low gradients, in order to keep the total
number of cells within reasonable limits. Such a tech-
nique would use a small number of cells to start with,
and progressively refine them: most of the transients
would then be computed using a small number of
cells, leading to a more efficient procedure.
VI: Conclusions and Recommendations
We have not used here all the possible variations
on the implicit schemes, neither have we exhausted
the methods of coupling the chemistry and the fluid
dynamics. We have however used techniques which
are commonly used, and, we hope, demonstrated the
trends for practical problems. We can draw several
conclusions from this study:
. It is clear that on many problems of interest,
the calculations cannot proceed with very large
CFL numbers during the approach to steady
state. Inevitably, for large numbers of species,
the Block Tridiagonal methods cease to be ef-
ficient in that regime. Only Scalar Tridiagonal
methods, or even explicit methods remain effi-
cient.
. It is clear that the Operator-Splitting approach,
including the Explicit-Coupling between chem-
istry and hydrodynamics, is at least as accurate
as the Fully Coupled, and apparently more sta-
ble for very stiff problems. Sub-iterations of the
chemistry can further improve the accuracy and
stability in the most severe cases of stiffness.
. The N,-Split method, at least in its present for-
mulation, is too inaccurate for large time steps
or strong concentration gradients. This disa-
pointing result is not completely understood at
the moment. It does not affect our conclusions,
since the method is less performant than the
Scalar method. This results should however be
investigated further, since it may have implica-
tions on other systems, such as a two- or three-
fluid plasma, where the implicit treatment of the
electron component gas dynamics is mandatory.
. Calculations of shock layers on fixed grids may
not be sufficiently accurate if radiative phenom-
ena or thermal non-equilibrium effects must be
considered. In the example shown, several iter-
ations at grid adaption were necessary. Other
calculations on similar problems were also per-
formed, that supported this conclusion. It ap-
pears then that dynamical grid adapting should
be performed during the course of the calcula-
tion, for higher efficiency.
Dynamic grid refinement could lead to even
higher efficiencies if both the distribution and the
overall number of grid points are allowed to vary.
This can be done on structured as well as unstruc-
tured grids. The construction of implicit schemes on
unstructured grids would be quite complex. How-
ever, we have concluded that this may not be a re-
striction for many cases. An explicit algorithm will
therefore be sufficient, and the technique is reduced
to a sophisticated book-keeping problem. In addi-
tion, the use of explicit, Operator-Split techniques
allows us to take advantage of massively parallel (or
mixed) computer architectures. This method will be
investigated in the future.
We have not mentioned another technique appli-
cable for Operator-Split methods, when the chem-
istry is very stiff. The chemistry (or other inter-
nal process) can be rescaled, or 'slowed-down' ar-
tificially: this may have the effect of increasing the
relaxation distances. However, we have made pre-
liminary calculations that seem to indicate that in
the very severe cases of stiffness, the changes are not
perceptible. In addition, this procedure can be used
duringtheeliminationof the transients,thenthe
rescalingis progressivelyeliminateduntil a steady
statewith thepropertimescaleis obtained.If the
rescalingis not eliminated,a falsesteadysolution
is obtained. The influence of the numerical proce-
dure on the steady solution is also a serious ques-
tion, discussed recently by Lafon _: Yee [7]. They
show that for flows coupled with non-linear source
terms, the steady state reached may depend on the
path used to reach it. It is clear therefore that the er-
rors induced by the numerical procedures can never
be under-estimated, and that all users of CFD should
proceed with extreme caution.
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designation
FC/Block
EC/Block
OS/Block
EC/Scalar
EC/N,-Split
EC-SI/Block
EC-SIC/Block
Treatment of hydrodynamics
N x N Block Tridiagonal (section II-A)
N x N Block Tridiagonal (section II-A)
N x N Block Tridiagonal (section II-A)
Scalar Tridiagonal (section II-B)
N,-split method (section II-C)
N x N Block Tridiagonal
N x N Block Tridiagonal
Chemistry/Convection coupling method
Implicit (or Fully-) coupled
Explicit (or Loosely-) coupled
Operator-Split (or Fractional Step)
Explicit coupling
Explicit coupling
Explicit with Sub-Iterations (or Sub-Cycling)
Explicit, Sub-Iterations and Sub-Coupling
Table 1: Designation of numerical methods and coupling methods used in this study.
Grid Cycle
Non-adapted Grid- Adaption 1
Adaption 1 - Adaption 2
Adaption 2 - Adaption 3
Relative Change
ill Surface Flux
Optically Thin Gas
[20004000 ._3
-25.1%
+27.1%
-3.5 %
Relative Change
in Surface Flux
Optically Thick Gas
[1740-1750 ,t]
-11.0 %
+5.2 %
-1.8 %
Table 2: Axisymmetric blunt body calculations - results of grid adaption study.
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Abstract:
This paper describes the computational work be-
ing performed at Ames on the simulation of the 16"
Shock Tunnel facility. The paper describes the ap-
proach used and shows some preliminary results for
various flow transients. In particular, we describe the
numerical problems encountered during the compu-
tation of these flows, and the methods used to resolve
them. We also discuss the validity of some approx-
imations used, notably concerning the reduction of
the pr6blem into problems of smaller dimensionality,
or smaller size. We show how quasi-lD simulations
can be used to help design experiments, or to better
understanding the characteristics of the facility. An
application to the design of a non-intrusive diagnos-
tic is shown. The multi-dimensional flow transients
computed include the shock reflection at the end of
the driven tube, the shock propagation down the noz-
zle, and the breaking of the main diaphragm. The
interaction between separate flow events will also be
discussed.
I. Introduction
The Ames 16" facility, shown schematically in
Figure 1, can be considered as a typical example of a
shock-tunnel for hypersonic flows. The shock tunnel
is about 70 meters long, composed of a driver sec-
tion (17" diameter) filled with a light combustible
mixture, and a long driven tube (filled with the test
gas at low pressure). At the end of the tunnel is a
supersonic nozzle 6 meters long (1 m diameter at the
exit plane) and finally a test section. The complete
operation of the facility typically results in test times
of the order of 5 to 20 milliseconds: the time for the
main shock to propagate from the main diaphragm
to the end of the driven tube is of the order of 7 msec.
After partial reflection at the end of the driven tube,
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the shock interacts with the incoming contact discon-
tinuity (CD) which separates the test gas from the
driver gas. For 'tailored' conditions, there is no wave
reflected back from this interaction, and the flow be-
tween the CD and the nozzle is uniform and steady.
More detailed descriptions of a shock tunnel opera-
tion can be found for example in ref. [1]. The test
time is measured from the time the flow conditions
in the stagnation region become steady, until the CD
reaches the end of the driven tube, and the nozzle
flow becomes contaminated with the driver gas. A
flow 'quality' will be represented by the steadiness of
the stagnated flow, the low level of contamination of
the test gas by driver gas or impurities, as well as
the peak conditions (pressure, enthalpy) attainable
by the facility.
Numerical simulations are required to better un-
derstand the test flow conditions (temperature, mass
fraction profiles, time dependence, etc..) and sup-
plement the experimental knowledge: they are used
also to improve the design of the experiments or to
improve the tunnel operation characteristics. In or-
der to satisfy these objectives, several aspects of the
tunnel operation need to be simulated. Modeling
the entire facility from the driver to the test section
requires us to grid a physical length of about 50 me-
ters; yet, important flow features such as shock and
contact discontinuities (CD) should be resolved_y.ith
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good accuracy, 1.e. a few mm m the axial dlrec'_:;n.
The spatial stiffness is then of the order of 104; this
is a conservative estimate, since the boundary layers
also need to be resolved in some cases, requiring grid
spacing as low as tens of micrometers in the radial
direction. The modeling of the shock-tunnel facil-
ity falls into the general category of multiple scale
problems, and calls for appropriate special numeri-
cal methods which we will hint at in this paper.
The complete operation of the hypersonic facility
also involves a large number of different physical pro-
cesses at work, some of which are not well understood
or are very difficult to compute. The combustion
process in the driver gas requires a good description

of theenergydepositionandflamepropagation;the
maindiaphragmrupturewouldrequireusto under-
standthematerialdeformationup to theplasticity
limit. Thepenetrationof thejet of drivergasinto
thedriventubeisaproblemof3D,turbulent,multi-
scalemixing.Thetemperaturesaresufficientlyhigh
thatsomewallablationtakesplaceandcontaminates
theflow. Finally,radiativeeffectsmayneedto be
considered,andlowdensity,thermalnonequilibrium
gasmodelsmayberequiredin thenozzle xpansion.
A multiplicityofCFDtoolsmustthereforebemade
availableto studytheeffectsof eachof thesephe-
Nomena.
Theproblemis compoundedby thelackof cru-
cialexperimentaldata:suchphenomenasuchasdi-
aphragmrupturearedifficultto observe,andonly
roughestimatesoftheprocesstimeandenergyscales
canbemadeavailableandapproximatelycorrelated
with t]aeexperimentaldata. Ablationof the tun-
nelmaterialisalsoa verycomplexphysicalprocess,
whichmaydependonthemicrostructureof thema-
terialitself.
Solvingthis problemwill requireus to develop
andtestappropriatenumericaltechniques,decom-
poseandreducethe problemaccordingly,andde-
velopandtestvariousphysicalmodels.Simplifica-
tionof theproblemcanbeaccomplishedfirstby 'di-
mensionalreduction',i.e. solvingtheproblemin in
areducednumberof dimensions.Quasi-lDsimula-
tionshavelowcomputationaltimeandmemoryre-
quirements,and thereforecanbe usedfor a large
numberof computations,uchasthoserequiredfor
designandsensitivitystudies.It will beimportant
to verifytheaccuracyof thesesimulations,andto
estimatethequalityofinformationwhichcanbeob-
tainedfromthem.
In a typicalcartesiantradition,decomposition
of theproblemintoseveralindependentsectionsis
usuallyattempted.Thisweregardas'causalityre-
duction-'.Thisapproachrequireseveralapproxima-
tionsandsimplifications,anditsvalidityneedstobe
moreclearlyjustified.Forexample,thetimeevolu-
tion of theflow in thetest sectionclearlyrequires
usto accuratelycomputetheunsteadyflowin the
stagnationregion,includinggas/wallinteractions,
shock/boundarylayerinteractions.Theshock/CD
interactionis alsoveryimportant,andthisrequires
us to knowverywell the shapeof theCD.Going
backfurther,theshapeoftheCD will be influenced
by the earlier process of flow establishment from the
main diaphragm rupture and thereon. But the de-
tails of the diaphragm rupture will depend on the
pressure rise in the driver gas, and this requires us
to model first the turbulent flame propagation in the
driver tube. The logical sequence of events, i.e. from
driver tube combustion to ftow expansion into the
test chamber, is unfortunately the most difficult to
compute, since it requires us to be able to model the
most complex phenomena at first. Therefore we have
to sacrifice some degree of detail in order to obtain
practical answers in reasonable time. By causally re-
ducing the problem, we loose accuracy but gain in
efficiency: the method can still be used to examine
the important physical effects (i.e. sensitivity stud-
ies) in an efficient way.
In this paper, we will discuss these methods and
the preliminary results. The following questions
must be addressed:
• what improvements in numerical techniques are
required.
• how accurate are the results from reduced (1D)
models.
• how significant are the causal influences of var-
ious sections of the tunnel.
• what physical phenomena are important and
how to model them.
The last item on our list will not be discussed
here. In this paper, we will concern ourselves primar-
ily with the numerical techniques, and the evalua-
tion of the approximations commonly made in shock-
tunnel simulation. The obvious intent of the devel-
opment of this numerical capability is to provide an
array of numerical tools for better understanding of
the facility operation, and the design of new test con-
ditions and diagnostic procedures. The combined fo-
cus of both experimental and numerical tools leads to
superior measurement capability, and is an approach
practiced at NASA-Ames [2].
II. Numerical Techniques
We have already mentioned that the spatial and
time stiffness can be quite large; fortunately the CFD
community has developed an arsenal of techniques
which can potentially be used to reduce the severity
of the problem. First, we observe that the flow dis-
continuities are few and generally well localized: it
is therefore unnecessary to simultaneously carry the
same resolution requirements in all regions of the fa-
cility. We can rely on several techniques of dynamical
gridrefinementto carrythistask.Second,theprob-
lemcanbeapproximatelyseparatedin threeparts.
Thecombustionprocessin thedrivergasproceeds
independentlyof thedriventube,andcanbecom-
putedseparatelyif necessary(throughoutthispaper,
it will besimplymodeled).Sincetheflowismostly
supersonicn thenozzle,thereisnobackwardinflu-
enceof theflowfromthenozzleto thetubes.It is
thereforeadequateto computeat first theunsteady
flowin thedriveranddrivensections,includingthe
nozzleandup to thethroat;theflowsolutionat the
exitplanecanbestoredaccordingto therequired
spatialandtimeaccuracy,andusedasunsteadyin-
flowconditionfor theremainderof thefacility,i.e.
nozzleandtestsection.Thisallowsusalsotoswitch
betweendifferentphysicalmodels(e.g. nonequilib-
riumthermodynamics)anddifferentdimensionalities
(3Dversus2Daxi-symmetricor2Dversus1D).
Anotherimportantquestionconcernsthechoice
of numericalmethod:althoughweare interested
in the unsteadyflowmotion,theflow timescales
that needto be resolvedmaybelargecomparedto
thetimescalefromthestabilitylimit of anexplicit
scheme.This is trueespeciallyfor a clusteredvis-
cousgrid.Animplicitmethod,if time-accurate,can
potentiallybeusedfor thisproblemaswell. How-
ever,thereisa hugecostassociatedwith the inver-
sionof theblock-tridiagonalmatricesfromtheLHS
of the systemof equations,especiallywhenmulti-
plespeciesarepresent.Ourexperienceshowedthat
evenwhenonly twospeciesareconsidered(driver
gas/drivengas),theimplicitmethodneedsto beex-
ecutedat a CFL number > 5 for better performance
than the explicit method. Due to the severe nature of
the problem (pressure ratio, shock speed), this CFL
value is generally too large for these transient flows.
However, the viscous terms alone can be treated im-
plicitely, and show greater stability than the convec-
tive terms: our method therefore performs an Opera-
tor Splitting between convection, viscous dissipation
and chemistry. The viscous terms are treated im-
plicitely, and the inversion of the 3 x 3 (in 2D) block
tridiagonal matrices is sufficiently fast to be justified.
The chemistry is also treated point-implicitely, and
the algorithm is also very fast. When the chemistry
is extremely stiff however, linearization errors will
reduce the stability of the point-implicit algorithm.
For example, let us consider air (79% N_, 21% 02)
suddenly raised to 100 atm and 6000 °K: at con-
stant volume, the system reaches equilibrium within
a fraction of a microsecond. Attempting to solve
implicitely the chemistry in one iteration and with a
time step larger than __ 2 10 -s see would lead to very
unstable and unphysical solutions. The initial evo-
lution from the highly nonequilibrium state needs to
be time-resolved more accurately: our algorithm sub-
iterates (more precisely, 'sub-cycles') the chemistry,
i.e. integrates over a given time interval At with vari-
able steps _t. The sub-step is initially estimated from
the rate of change of the species, then is stretched in
a fixed proportion for the subsequent sub-iterations:
_t,_+t = (1 + a)_t '_, with a > 0. Each sub-iteration
is solved point-implicitely. The change in tempera-
ture is also estimated at each sub-iteration from the
change in chemical energy. Figure 2 shows a sample
computation (a = 0.5) for this highly nonequilib-
rium case. The 'exact' time evolution is also shown.
The integration intervals are At = 5 10 -7 seconds.
One can see that the variable step solution is off in
the equilibrium region until the end of the first inte-
gration interval, at which time the thermodynamic
state of the gas is re-analyzed and a more accurate
calculation of the temperature is performed. The
sub-iterated solution then quickly matches the exact
solution.
To maintain good accuracy, the relative changes
in temperature estimated during the chemistry
should be limited. A chemical time scale is there-
fore defined as the time during which the chemical
reactions induce a relative change in temperature of
__ 5%t . The effect of chemistry on the flow dy-
namics occurs principally through the temperature
change, and this time step limit provides us with
a criterion for accurate coupling of the chemistry
and flow dynamics. If there is no monitoring of the
chemical time scale and no enforcement of this time
step limit, an instability generally develops rapidly,
especially in cases of stiff chemistry; this instabil-
ity can occur for both a fully-coupled approach or
the Operator-Splitting approach. The case of very
stiff chemistry would seem therefore to be very in-
efficient: this corresponds basically to a very poor
resolution of the chemical relaxation distance, such
as the one behind the primary shock. However, it
is possible to somewhat rescale the chemical time
scale without changing the solution too much. Let
us suppose that we want to resolve the flow dynamics
on the order of a convective time-scale Alton,, but
the chemistry is so stiff that accuracy and stability
considerations restrict us to (for example) a global
time scale "" 0.01Atco,v. We can artificially rescale
the chemistry by 10, and the stability limits lead us
tTlfis number may be varied, according to the desired
accuracy and/or the stability. It is our experience that in
most cases, the maximum relative change allowed should be
less than 10%.
to a timescale0.1At_o_,whichwecanbetteraf-
ford. Thisrescalingcanbedonelocally,depending
on thestiffnessratio: thiswill affectslightlytheso-
lution,for exampleby over-estimatingthechemical
relaxationlengthbehinda shock,but thedifference
maybepracticallyinsignificantfor verystiff cases.
The techniqueis easilyimplementedby restricting
theintegrationinterval(it becomes510-s secinour
example):the insertin Figure1showstheresults
of thisrescalingapproach.Weseethat theoriginal
transientsarestill reproduced,andthesolutionstill
convergeto theexactsolution.Thissub-iteratedal-
gorithm,withorwithouttherescalingoption,isused
in all ourcalculations.
Thespatialstiffnesscanbesolvedbyvarioustech-
niquesofdynamicgridadaption.In thedrivertube,
stronggradientsanddiscontinuitiesexistonlydur-
ing the combustionprocess.After ruptureof the
maindiaphragm,onlyweakgradientsubside,and
thissectionof thefacilitydoesnotrequirehighreso-
lution.Thespatialaccuracyisrequiredfortheprop-
agatingshockandCD,downthedriventube.One
possibletechniqueis to dynamicallycompressand
stretchthe grid pointsto accumulatethemin the
requiredregions.This techniquecanworkwellin
onedimensionandiseasyto implement:caremust
betakenhoweverto preventsuddenjumpsin spac-
ings,oraccuracywillbelost.Thetechniquemaybe-
comemoreproblematicin twoor moredimensions,
assomeflowfeatures(includingtheCD) mayhave
morecomplexshapes:thegridcanbecomedistorted,
andcanaffecthesolution.Anothertechnique,pio-
neeredbyagroupatLivermore[3],consistsofadding
smallerscalegridsin regionsofinterest.Thesegrids
canbeexactsub-scalereplicasof someregionsof
thecoarse,backgroundgrid: theflowvariablescan
be transferredbetweengridsin anexactlyconser-
vativeway.Thisway,thegridsareneverdistorted
andtheirmotioncanbecomputedveryquickly,with
minimaloverhead.AnexampleisshowninFigure3:
thepropagationoftheprimaryshockandCDdown
the dr'.l_ventubeis computedin a one-dimensional
model.A first calculationuseda constantspacing
grid,with about1000pointsfor thewholetunnel.
A secondcalculationusedabackgroundgridforthe
wholetunnelwith250points,andahighresolution
gridsuper-imposedonit: thelattermovesalongwith
theshock,withaslidingmotion.Thesub-scaledgrid
hadasizeof800gridpoints,andthescaleratiobe-
tweenthetwogridswas20to 1.Flowvalueswithin
thebackgroundcellsarecomputedbyvolumeaver-
agingof thesub-scaledcellspresent,if any. While
bothcalculationsusedapproximatelythesamenum-
betof points,it isclearthatthesecondmethodhas
amuchhigherlocalresolution,andthesharpnessof
theCD isdramaticallyimproved.
Anothermethod,whichwewillbe testingin the
future,usesnonconservationof thenumberof grid
points. Unstructuredgridscanbemanipulatedto
accumulatepointsin the regionsof interest,either
by griddisplacementor bydynamicsubdivision.
Thesingularaxiswasfoundtobeanotherecur-
rentproblemduringthecomputationof flowtran-
sients:thesimulationof theshockreflectionat the
endofthedriventube,for example,initiallyshowed
a strongconicalshockstructureneartheaxiswith
theapexoftheconeleadingtheoverallstructure(see
Figure4). Thispeculiarformationcanalsobeseen
forexamplein theresultsofP.Jacobs[4].Thisstruc-
tureispossibleonlyif averyintenseandhighveloc-
ityjet ofgasisproducedandmaintainedontheaxis:
this is a highlysingularandunphysicalbehaviour.
Closeexaminationof thenumericalresultsindeed
showedanexcessivelylargeaxialvelocitycomponent
in a singlecellcloseto theaxis.Becausethishigh
velocityjet waspresentin onecellonly,anddid not
showsignsof diffusion,wewereconvincedthat it
is theresultof a numericalerror. A similarphe-
nomenoncanbeobservedalsoin thepropagationof
themainshockdownthenozzle[5],andcanbeseen
attheaxisor insomecasesnearthewalls.Thisphe-
nomenonwasobservedonlyforaxi-symmetricflows,
andwhenasecond-orderaccuratescheme(withmin-
imaldispersion)wasused.It wasfinallyrelatedto
theaspectratioofthegridcells:indeed,theproblem
disappearedwhentheaspectratioof thegrid cells
wasadjustedto lowertheradialgradients.If the
spacingissuchthat Ax << Ar, the flow features
are smooth and accurate. If Ax > Ar an instability
may develop in some regions of the flow. We assume
the problem comes from the axi-symmetric pressure
correction term, which is not part of the monotonic
(TVD) fluxes and acts as a non-conservative momen-
tum source term. This pressure correction term is a
result of the formulation of the Euler equations for
an axi-symmetric problem, and can be easily visu-
alized with the following finite-volume description.
Let us consider a cell in a cylindrical geometry, de-
scribed schematically in Figure 5. As one approaches
the axis, the ratio of cell side surface to cell volume
behaves as 1/Ax for the axial direction, while it is
exactly 0 for the radial direction. There is a contribu-
tion to the radial momentum density from the pres-
sure on the sides of the cells in the azimuthal direc-
tion. This contribution is proportional to 1/At. It is
clearthatwhenthecellsareclusteredneartheaxis,
thecontributionfromthenon-conservativemomen-
tumsourcetermmaybecomedominant,andthere-
forethereisnoguaranteethatanon-oscillatorysolu-
tioncanstill beobtained.Theproblemusuallydis-
appearswhenthegridisrelativelycoarsein thera-
dialdirection,neartheaxis,inwhichcasethesource
termceasesto be thedominantcontribution.This
observationalsoappliesto othercases,suchasthe
computationofshocklayersonbluntaxi-symmetric
bodies.In mostunsteadycasesor for steadyflows,
theradialgradientswill beweakneartheaxis.One
particularexceptionwouldbethepropagationof a
shockring towardstheaxis: this is suchthe case
in thereflectionof theprimaryshockin thetunnel,
fromtheuppersectionof theendwall. Figure6
showsatimesequenceforthesamecaseasFigure4,
but for a gridcoarsenedneartheaxis:weseethat
the instabilityiseffectivelyremoved.A similarim-
provementcanbeobtainedby reducingthespatial
orderofaccuracyin that region.
Thegeneraleffectof thegridstructureor aspect
ratio on the flowsolutionshouldneverbeunder-
estimated,especiallyin theseverecaseswearecon-
cernedwith. Althoughwemayseeunstructured
gridsasa potentiallyusefultoolfor theflowsof in-
teresthere,theireffectontheflowsolutionwill have
to becarefullyevaluated.
Theflowexpansioni thesupersonicnozzleisone
oftheeasiertaskstoperform:thetransientflowsim-
ulationisrequiredto examinethesteadyflowestab-
lishmentimein thetestsection,andto verifythat
theflowdoesnotchokeduringthat time. This is
particularlyrelevantforlargeobjectsor for massive
gas(fuel)injection.Sincethenozzleisevacuatedto
verylowpressurebeforetheruptureofthesecondary
diaphragm,theflowpropagatingdownthenozzleis
precededbya highvelocityjet. Themeanfreepath
inthatregioncanbequitelarge("_3mmforP= 100
milliTorr), and strictly speaking the Navier-Stokes
equati.o_qs cease to be valid in this low-density re-
gion prior to the shock. By attempting nevertheless
to solve the flow dynamics with the Navier-Stokes
equations, we are experiencing strong viscous effects
which operate on a very short (_- 10 pico-second)
time scale. Although the viscous fluxes are computed
implicitely, it is necessary for stability reasons to ar-
tificially reduce the strength of these viscous effects
in that region. This is easily accomplished by us-
ing a numerical switch that effectively and smoothly
removes the gradients on a scale smaller or compa-
rable to the mean-free path during the calculation
of the viscous fluxes. This switch will effectively re-
duce the spreading of the shock into the low density
gas. The shock thickness will therefore be under-
estimated. The cutoff length scale can be adjusted
arbitrarily: in Figure 7 we show the effect of the cut-
off choice (0.1 versus 10 mean free paths) on the solu-
tion, for two cases of nozzle pressures. The change is
dramatic for the first case (100/iTorr) and unnotice-
able for the second (100 milliTorr). Nevertheless, for
the latter case, which is also the case we will be using
throughout the remainder, the viscous time scale is
reduced by a factor of 5 by choosing the higher (10
m.f.p.) cutoff value.
Using all the modified techniques now at our dis-
position, we are able to sucessfully compute the tran-
sient flows in the nozzle and driven tunnel at the
rupture of the secondary diaphragm (see Figure 6).
Different grids were used for the driven tube and
nozzle regions, and no subscaled grids were used for
this particular case: both regions were coupled at
each iteration. The results of the computation for
the nozzle flow (Figure 8) are in good qualitative
agreement with an experimental schlieren of a simi-
lar problem shown in Figure 9, taken from ref. [6].
Both show the curved leading shock, and a complex
structure behind it, dominated by a Mach disk, it-
self supported by oblique shocks emanating from the
nozzle walls. Although the initial conditions for these
two flows are very different, the similarity between
the two structures lead us to conclude that they are
examples of a general pattern. Details of the con-
ditions (pressures, geometry, etc..) may change the
relative strength and position of the shocks, with-
out modifying the overall configuration. A snaphost
taken at later times would show that near the exit
plane of the nozzle, the primary shock straightens
out and becomes normal. If one was to perform an
unsteady computation in the test chamber assuming
a normal shock at the inflow, the calculation would
be in error by leaving out tile complex shock struc-
ture which propagates immediately behind the lead-
ing shock. This is shown for example in Figure 10,
where a cone has been used as testing body.
III. Dimensional Reduction
When test times are large compared to the tran-
sients, it seems appropriate to compute the nozzle
flow for the steady state, without having to perform
the calculation time-accurately for tens of millisec-
onds. This allows us to use many numerical tech-
niques to make this computation more efficient. We
have done several such computations, solving for the
full Navier-Stokesquations,but for limitedregions
at a time. Thecomputationproceedsona subset
of thewholenozzlegrid, until convergenceis ob-
tained. Thesubsethenmovesfurtherdownthe
nozzle;theprocedureissimilarto thedisplacement
of a 'window'alongtheflowdirection.Thisproce-
dureishalf-waybetweenaglobalcalculationandthe
PNSmethod;althoughlessefficienthan thePNS
method,it ismoreflexibleandallowsusto correctly
treat embeddedrecirculationzonesor otherunex-
pectedsubsonicregionswhichmayoccur. It was
observedthat theconvergencerateandthecompu-
tationtimearedominatedby thechemistryin the
boundarylayer,andthedownstreampropagationof
chemicalchangesin the lowvelocitysublayer.Al-
thoughthe calculationdoesnot displayseverein-
stabilitiessuchasmaybe thecaseforthetransient
flows,it is still desirableto coarsenthegridin the
radialdirectionneartheaxis,to avoidspuriousfluc-
tuationsinpressure.
Thesteadynozzleflowcomputationsareusually
donetoobtainestimatesoftheflowconditionsatthe
exitplane,in particulartemperature,Machnumber,
pressureandspeciesconcentrations.Sinceit isgen-
erallyassumedthat theflowisnearlyuniformat the
exitplane,it seemsthatsimpleone-dimensionalcom-
putationsshouldbeadequate."VVehaveperformed
suchcomputationsusinga quasi-lDversionof our
code,andcomparedtheresults.Theeffectof the
boundarylayerisexpectedto be themajorcontri-
butionto anypotentialdisagreementsbetweenthe
quasi-lDsolutionandthe 2D axi-symmetricsolu-
tion. Thiseffectis takenintoaccountbyeffectively
modifyingthenozzleprofileandits area.By con-
sideringtheinviscidcoreonly,thequasi-lDmethod
canapproximatelytakeintoaccounttheconstricting
effectof theboundarylayerbyassuminganewnoz-
zleshapefor whichtheeffectiveradiusisa constant
fractionof therealnozzleradius.Thedependence
ofsomeflowquantitiesontheeffectivenozzleareais
shownin Figure11. It isclearlyapparenthat the
staticpressurehasthehighestsensitivityto theef-
fectivenozzlearea,andthereforeto theboundary
layerthickness.Temperatureandspeciesconcen-
trationsarelesssensitiveto theareavariation,and
additionaluncertaintiesaboutthechemicalratesor
contaminantsarelikelytocloudtheissues:thestatic
pressureis thereforeanimportantvariableto mea-
sureat thenozzlexit. Thecomparisonwiththe2D
axi-symmetricresultsisshownin Figure12,where
againthesensitivityof thestaticpressureisclearly
demonstrated.Thebestagreementis obtainedfor
aneffectivenozzleradiusof87%therealradius(i.e.
a boundarylayerthicknessapproximately13%the
nozzleradius).Noticealsothat thestaticpressure
is theonlyvariablethat still displays ignificantra-
dialfluctuationswithin theinviscidcore,at theexit
plane.A multi-pointmeasurementofthisvariableis
thereforedoublyinformative,asfar ascodevalida-
tion is concerned.In Figure13weshowtheradial
profileofTemperatureandNO concentration at sta-
tion code-named N3 (2.37 meters downstream of the
throat) and the exit plane. All the species profiles
are relatively unchanged between N3 and the nozzle
exit, except atomic nitrogen N, which is present in
very small amounts. Owing to the high reactivity of
N, this result is not surprising: most of the chem-
istry is frozen before station N3, and this is especially
true of NO. The temperature variation between N3
and the exit plane is therefore due to hydrodynami-
cal effects only.
NO is a relatively important specie to measure
(it effectively ties up a significant amount of oxygen
and has a noticeable effect on ignition delays), and it
can be done easily with a laser absorption method. A
computational study of this diagnostic technique can
also be done to help design the experiment. The0com-
puted high resolution spectrum of the NO('/) band
system is shown in Figure 14, with and without the
boundary layer. The intensity at peak absorption of
the (0, 0) band changes by a factor of _ 3 when the
boundary layer is removed. A precise measurement
of the core flow must avoid the uncertainty caused by
the boundary layer: this can be simply done by pro-
viding an optical wave guide that protects the beam
from the boundary layer. Although this protrusion
is likely to disrupt the flow, the effect may be small
enough or irrelevant at the exit plane. We can now
look at the effect of core flow variation by comparing
the intensity for the 2D solution (without BL) and
a quasi-lD solution. The result is plotted in Fig-
ure 15-a as the ratio of intensities between the two
cases. Surprisingly, the error is less than 10% for the
most sensitive lines. At the exit plane (Figure 15-b),
the results are even better, with deviations less than
2%! This seems to indicate that this measurement
can yield useful information on the core flow, with-
out having to worry too much about details of the
radial fluctuations within the inviscid core.
IV: Causality Reduction
In the previous section we have seen that dimen-
sional reduction of the problem can still yield some
useful results, and quasi-lD calculations can help de-
sign and understand the facility operation and exper-
imentaldiagnostictechniques.Someflow features
arelost in this reductionprocess,for examplethe
shockstructurethat propagatesdownthenozzle.If
one were to compute the transient flow inside the test
section, one would require a prior computation of the
transient nozzle flow. This is an example of causal
interaction between two different regions of the fa-
cility. The computation of the transient nozzle flow
can be done by assuming constant stagnation con-
ditions, or starting from a uniform shock impinge-
ment on the end wall of the driven tube. For later
times, the propagation of the reflected shock in the
driven tube must be followed accurately: this entails
the interaction of the shock with the bounday layer
and with the contact discontinuity. If this numeri-
cal simulation is done with sufficient detail, we can
gather information on the effect of boundary layer
and CD shape on pressure wave generation and flow
contamination. The shape of the contact discontinu-
ity may however depend on its early history, i.e. on
the main diaphragm rupture itself. This is another
example of causal interaction, which forces to model
the diaphragm rupture and subsequent evolution, in
order to at least estimate the effect on CD shape.
This is another difficult problem which will require
a lot of effort: the calculation done so far is only a
first attempt at solving the problem, which helped
us identify the areas where further improvement is
necessary.
Although the opening and petaling of the steel di-
aphragm is a fundamentally 3-dimensional process,
it is not required at this stage to include this compli-
cation. The problem is therefore reduced to a 2D
axi-symmetric problem, and the diaphragm open-
ing is reduced to a case of time varying boundary
condition. The driver and driven tubes are grid-
ded as two separate regions: between them, the
boundary condition is set as a reflecting wall for
some of the grid cells, and a patching condition for
the grid cells within the opening. The distribution
of patched/reflecting boundary points changes with
time; "._ this first attempt, the grids are assumed
fixed in time, i.e. the opening proceeds in steps, one
grid point after another. If the grid had sufficent res-
olution in the radial direction, this would be a good
approximation to a continuous process. Some effects
are ignored in this approximation. First, the physical
boundary (steel) between the two regions is changing
in time, due to the distortion of the diaphragm (the
petaling); its dynamics should be modeled as well,
and this will require a major effort in the future. We
also assumed that the diaphragm is initially vertical,
while in reality it is to some extent assuming a hemi-
spherical shape, due to the pressure rise in the driver
tube. Since we are only interested at this point in
testing the numerical capabilities, this is not a con-
cern.
In Figure 16 we show the temperature contours
of the flow transient, taken at three different times
after the start of the opening of the main diaphragm.
At 30 pseconds, the primary shock is just past the
contracting section of the driven tube, immediately
followed by the contact discontinuity and a hot layer
of driver gas. The opening at that time is still small
(about 1/6 _h of the driven tube diameter). Notice
that between the hot, sheared gas layer and the open-
ing is a weak shock (blue contours in the figure) is
emanating from the diaphragm opening. This is the
result of the step in diaphragm opening: as one more
cell of the driver section is put in contact with the
driven tube, the sudden change in local boundary
condition creates this weak shock. This purely nu-
merical effect was difficult to estimate a priori, and
is an interesting observation in itself: it forces us to
reconsider the technique for future computations, in
order to have a smoother, continuous opening. At a
later time (54/_seconds), the primary shock has trav-
elled further down the driven tube and significantly
straightened. Oblique shocks reflected from the walls
of the constricting section interact near the axis to
form a strong mach disk. The shear layer has at-
tached itself to the walls, and the driver gas behind
the primary shock has developed a concave shape
near the axis. At 70 #seconds, the primary shock
is completely planar, the mach disk has shrunk, and
a very complex flow structure follows the primary
shock and CD. Since the stepwise diaphragm open-
ing has produced spurious shocks, it is difficult to
identify the real physical effects. Presumably, this
structure is actually simpler (at least in this 2D ap-
proximation). We can safely assume that a few main
conclusions can be drawn from this preliminary re-
sult:
• the primary shock becomes planar very rapidly
(_ 60#seconds).
• a complex and unsteady flow structure, domi-
nated by a mach disk, is formed behind the CD
• the CD itself develops a complex shape.
The last item can be more clearly demonstrated in
Figure 17, which shows the CD and the main shock,
for the same time sequence. It is clear from Figure
17-c that the CD is definitely non-planar; indeed, it is
likely that from that moment on, the CD evolution
will be dominated by Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities,
andwill notrecoveranideal,planarshape.
The remainderof the simulation, i.e. the full
propagation of this structure down the whole length
of the driven tube, would take a considerable amount
of CPU, and has not yet been attempted. Future
work will focus again on the diaphragm opening and
on a numerical technique that more accurately de-
scribe it. It is important also to point out that this
calculation is difficult for an additional reason: as
the diaphragm opens, there is a strong jet of gas
that flows through a small opening in a ideally re-
flecting surface. This jet has a tendency to entrain
some flow around the opening, producing an artifi-
cial 'cavitation' near the surface. The same numer-
ical phenomenon can be also observed occasionally
near the base wall of a wedge in a hypersonic flow,
for example. This numerical instability can be re-
moved by enhancing the numerical diffusion in that
region. This was done so in our case. This will also
affect the diffusion of the driver gas into the driven
tube, and therefore the extent of mixing and shape of
the contact discontinuity. This transient flow must
therefore be recomputed with special care.
Another example of causality relation concerns
the influence of the combustion process in the driver
and the flow in the driven tube. Pressure fluctua-
tions are experimentally observed in the driver tube,
which seems to indicate that the combustion is not
a uniform process, and that some pressure waves are
bouncing back and forth in the driver tube. These
waves can travel down the driven tube after opening,
and influence the pressure field in the stagnation re-
gion. This effect is demonstrated in Figure 18, where
the pressure histories at two locations are compared
with the computations: Figure 18-a shows the pres-
sure history a few centimeters upstream of the main
diaphragm, in the driver tube. Figure 18-b shows
similar profiles near the end wall of the driven tube.
Pressure fluctuations with a sine shape have been
superimposed in the driver tube at the moment of
diaphragm rupture; the amplitude of this fluctuation
was chosen to match the experimental observation in
the driver tube. These quasi-lD computations show
a very good agreement with the experimental traces
when the fluctuations (of the right phase) are super-
imposed. The agreement is notably much better than
without these fluctuations (Figure 18-b). It is clear
that the combustion process in the driver tube has a
strong influence on the flow conditions in the stagna-
tion region, and should also be modeled and better
understood. These calculations were performed by
G. Wilson at NASA-Ames, using a quasi-lD code:
additional details on the modeling will be presented
in the future [7].
These results are another example of the useful-
ness of dimensional reduction: it also shows that with
some clever modeling, one can causally reduce the
problem and retain an accurate description of the
system. This should also help in understanding the
conditions for better reproduction of test runs, and
for more uniform flow conditions. This is another
difficult task, which involves the modeling of energy
deposition, initiation of deflagration and flame prop-
agation. An effort in that direction is planned.
V: Conclusions and Future Plans
From these preliminary results, we can draw the
following conclusions:
• The flow conditions are very severe and put
enormous strain on tile accuracy and stability
of the current numerical techniques. Further re-
search into the improvement of tlle numerical
techniques is desirable.
• The validation of the CFD capabilities will re-
quire some difficult measurements, including
high resolution video recording of the tran-
sient processes, such as secondary and main di-
aphragm rupture.
• The numerical modeling of the facility, even
with simplistic assumptions (quasi-lD), can
greatly benefit the design of experiments, diag-
nostic procedures, new test conditions, and un-
derstanding of the tunnel performance.
• The computation of separate regions of the facil-
ity treated as independent is an approximation
at best. The influence of remote and past events
on the overall flow structures is not negligible,
and must be estimated. The separation of the
facility flow into separate regions can be used for
the estimation of various physical phenomena.
The most immediate challenge still concerns the
opening of the main diaphragm. The preliminary re-
sults shown here suffer from an inadequate treatment
of the unsteady boundary condition, and must be
recomputed more accurately. Other challenges that
await us concern the importance of various physical
effects, such as shock-BL interactions at the end of
the driven tube, and wall chemistry and ablation and
resulting flow contamination. These three topics will
be addressed ill the future.
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Figure 1: Schematic (not to scale) of Ames 16" Shock Tunnel facility. All dimensions are in cm.
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Figure 2: Computation of stiff chemistry. The open symbols are obtained when the implicit chemistry
solver is sub-iterated with an increasingly large sub-step. The temperature change is also estimated at each
sub-step. The integration proceeds until At = 5 I0 -_' seconds, which is an assumed global time step. Deviations
from the 'exact' solution at times greater than 10 -T seconds are due to an error in the estimate of temperature.
As the first integration is terminated, a more accurate estimate of the temperature (including variations of the
specific heat) is made, and the solution quickly converges to the correct one. The insert shows the effect of
rescaling of the chemical time scale: here the integration proceeds only to 10% of the global time step. The
integration during the second global step also quickly converges to the exact solution.
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Figure 3: Grid subscaling performance. A constant fixed grid (1000 points) is compared with the results
from a high density grid (800 points) moving along with the shock. This final profile, at the end of teh driven
tube, shows the increase in resolution of the contact discontinuity. The high density ('subscaled') grid is a subset
of the 'background' grid (250 points), and moves by steps equivalent to one cell spacing of the background grid.
The transfer of information between the two grids proceeds by volume averaging, and is fully conservative.
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Figure 4: Driven/Nozzle flow transient at 80
/_sec after shock arrival. The shock comes from
the left, instantaneously ruptures the secondary di-
aphragm, propagates down the nozzle and is partially
reflected back into the driven tube. Cells are clus-
tered near the axis, the calculation id: for inviscid,
non-reacting flow, spatially 2"a-order. The conical
structure is believed to be an artifact from the nu-
merical method.
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Figure 5: Schematic of finite-volume computational cell in cylindrical geometry. Surface to volume ratios
are independent of the wedge angle. The momentum source term in the axi-symmetric formulation of the Euler
equations is proportional to dS_, and behaves as 1/Ar near the axis.
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Figure 7: Effect of viscosity for low nozzle pressures. The top section shows the results for a cutoff of
gradients at a scale comparable to 0.1 mfp. The bottom section uses a cutoff at 10 mfp. The case on the left
is for a nozzle pressure of 100 k4Torr, the case on the right is for 100 milliTorr (the experimental condition for
the 16" shock tunnel). The cutoff allows greater stability and greater time steps in computing implicitely the
viscous terms. The contours shown on the right hand side show that for our case of interest, the results are
insensitive to the choice of cutoff.
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Figure 8: Nozzle flow transient (Mach contours). The curved primary shock can be identified on the right.
Weak oblique shocks are emanating from the walls and converge to form a strong (upstream facing) mach disk
on the axis, and reflect back. Strongly sheared flow is visible between the primary shock and the first oblique
shocks. A contact discontinuity behind the primary shock has been numerically diffused beyond idenitification.
A small vertical break in contours is due to an interpolation error by the graphics, between two different grids.
Figure 0:Experimental shadowgraph, taken from [6]. The upstream facing shock and the attached oblique
shocks are clearly defined in this picture. Contact discontinuities are also very clear, and show strong vortices.
All features of Figure 8 are contained in this picture.
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Figure 10: Interaction in test chamber (Mach contours). In this example, as the primary shock diffracts at
the end of the cone, the remainder of the shock structure has just reached the apex of the cone. For this case,
steady flow over the testing body is achieved within 400 #seconds.
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Figure 11: Sensitivity of various flow quantities to effective nozzle area. The nozzle shape is replaced by
a modified nozzle contour from the throat on, by removing a fixed fraction of the radius (i.e. the 87% nozzle
removes 13% of the radius), to account for the boundary layer. Examination of the plots shows that the static
pressure is the most sensitive variable, and therefore the most useful variable to determine experimentally.
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Figure 14: Computed Intensity at station N3, with and without the boundary layer. Figure 14-a (top),
shows the intensity in absolute value, with the boundary layer included. Figure 14-b (bottom), shows the ratio
of computed intensity wi_h the boundary layer, versus the computed intensity withou_ boundary layer. A similar
plot for the exit plane would show a ratio at peak absorption of 0.2.
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Figure 15: Comparison of quasi-lD and axi-symmetric cases (without BL). Figure 15-a (top) shows the ra-
tio of the computed intensity for the quasi-ID solution (87%) versus the computed intensity for the 2D solution
at station N3. Figure 15-b (bottom) shows a similar quantity for the exit plane.
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Figure 18: Comparison between experimental and computed pressure traces at two locations. Figure 18-a
(top) shows the comparison at a few cm upstream of the main diaphragm in the driver tube. Figure 18-b (bot-
tom) shows the traces for a point near the end of the driven tube. Significantly better agreement is obtained
after assuming an ad-hoc pressure gradient within the driver tube, at the end of combustion.
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